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The friction experienced by a body rotating in a superfluid liquid at
T50 is discussed. The effect is analogous to the amplification of elec-
tromagnetic radiation and spontaneous emission by a body or black
hole rotating in the quantum vacuum, first discussed by Zel’dovich and
Starobinsky. The friction is caused by the interaction of the part of the
liquid which is rigidly connected with the rotating body and thus rep-
resents a comoving detector, with the ‘‘Minkowski’’ superfluid vacuum
outside the body. The emission process is the quantum tunneling of
quasiparticles from the detector to the ergoregion, where the energy of
quasiparticles is negative in the rotating frame. This quantum rotational
friction caused by the emission of quasiparticles is estimated for
phonons and rotons in superfluid4He and for Bogoliubov fermions in
superfluid3He. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00104-8#

PACS numbers: 03.65.2w, 67.40.2w

INTRODUCTION

A body moving in vacuum with a linear accelerationa is believed to radiate a
thermal spectrum with the Unruh temperatureTU5\a/2pc ~Ref. 1!. The comoving
observer sees the vacuum as a thermal bath withT5TU , so that the matter of the bod
gets heated toTU ~see references cited in Ref. 2!. Linear motion at constant prope
acceleration~hyperbolic motion! leads to a velocity arbitrarily close to the speed of lig
On the other hand uniform circular motion features constant centripetal accele
while being free of the above mentioned pathology~see the latest references in Re
3–5!. The latter motion is stationary in the rotating frame, which is thus a conven
frame for study of the radiation and thermalization effects for uniformly rotating bo

Zel’dovich6 was the first to predict that a rotating body~say, a dielectric cylinder!
amplifies those electromagnetic modes which satisfy the condition
2810021-3640/99/69(4)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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v2LV,0. ~1!

Herev is the frequency of the mode,L is its azimuthal quantum number, andV is the
angular velocity of the rotating cylinder. This amplification of the incoming radiatio
referred to as superradiance.7 Another aspect of this phenomenon is that, on accoun
quantum effects, a cylinder rotating in the quantum vacuum spontaneously emi
electromagnetic modes satisfying Eq.~1!.6 The same occurs for any rotating body, i
cluding a rotating black hole,8 if the above condition is satisfied.

Unlike the case of a linearly accelerated body, the radiation by a rotating body
not look thermal. Also, the rotating observer does not see the Minkowski vacuum
thermal bath. This means that the matter of the body, though excited by interaction
the quantum fluctuations of the Minkowski vacuum, does not necessarily acqui
intrinsic temperature depending only on the angular velocity of rotation. Moreove
vacuum of the rotating frame is not well defined because of the ergoregion, which
at a distancer e5c/V from the axis of rotation.

The problems related to the response of a quantum system in its ground st
rotation,3 such as radiation by an object rotating in vacuum6,9,8,7 and the vacuum insta
bility caused by the existence of the ergoregion,10 etc., can be simulated in superfluid
where the superfluid ground state plays the part of the quantum vacuum. We discu
quantum friction due to spontaneous emission of phonons and rotons in superflui4He
and Bogoliubov fermions in superfluid3He.

ROTATING FRAME

Let us consider a cylinder of radiusR rotating with angular velocityV in an ~infi-
nite! superfluid liquid. In bosonic superfluids the quasiparticles are phonons and ro
in fermi superfluids these are the Bogoliubov fermions. The phonons are ‘‘relativis
quasiparticles: Their energy spectrum isE(p)5cp1p•vs , wherec is the speed of sound
and vs is the superfluid velocity~the velocity of the superfluid vacuum!; this phonon
dispersion is represented by the Lorentzian metric~the so-called acoustic metric!:11,12

gmnpmpn50, g00521, g0i5vs
i , gik5c2d ik2vs

i vs
k . ~2!

When the body rotates, the energy of quasiparticles is not well defined in the
ratory frame because of the time dependence of the potential, caused by the rota
the body. But it is defined in the rotating frame, where the potential is stationary. H
it is simpler to work in the rotating frame. If the body is rotating surrounded b
stationary superfluid, i.e., ifvs50 in the laboratory frame, then in the rotating frame o
hasvs52V3r . Substituting thisvs in Eq. ~2!, we get the intervalds25gmndxmdxn,
which determines the propagation of phonons in the rotating frame:

ds252~c22V2r 2!dt222Vr 2dfdt1dz21r 2df21dr2. ~3!

The azimuthal motion of the quasiparticles in the rotating frame can be quantiz
terms of the angular momentumL, while the radial motion can be treated in the qua
classical approximation. Then the energy spectrum of the phonons in the rotating
is

E5cAL2

r 2 1pz
21pr

22VL. ~4!
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ERGOREGION IN SUPERFLUIDS

The radiusr e5c/V, where g0050, marks the position of the ergoplane. In th
ergoregion, i.e., atr .r e5c/V, the quasiparticle energy in Eq.~4! can become negative
for any rotation velocity andVL.0. We assume that the angular velocity of rotationV
is small enough that the linear velocity on the surface of the cylinderVR is less than
vL5c ~the Landau velocity for nucleation of phonons!. Thus phonons cannot be nucle
ated at the surface of the cylinder. However in the ergoplane the velocityvs5Vr in the
rotating frame reachesc, so that quasiparticles can be created in the ergoregionr .r e .

The process of creation is, however, determined by the dynamics, i.e., by the
action with the rotating body; there is no radiation in the absence of the bod
VR!vL5c one hasr e@R, i.e., the ergoregion is situated far from the cylinder; thus
interaction of the phonon state in the ergoregion with the rotating body is small.
results in a small emission rate and thus in a small value of the quantum friction, a
be discussed below.

Let us now consider other excitations: rotons and Bogoliubov fermions. Their s
tra in the rotating frame are

E~p!5D1
~p2p0!2

2m0
2VL, ~5!

E~p!5AD21vF
2~p2p0!22VL. ~6!

Herep0 marks the roton minimum in superfluid4He and the Fermi momentum in a Ferm
liquid, while D is either a roton gap or the gap in superfluid3He-B. The Landau critical
velocity for the emission of these quasiparticles isvL5min(E(p)/p);D/p0. In 4He the
Landau velocity for emission of rotons is smaller than that for the emission of phon
vL5c. That is why the ergoplane for rotons,r e5vL /V, is closer to the cylinder. How-
ever, for the rotating body the emission of the rotons is exponentially suppressed d
the large value of the allowed angular momentum for emitted rotons: the Zel’do
condition ~1! for the roton spectrum is satisfied only forL.D/V@1 ~see Fig. 1b!.

ROTATING DETECTOR

Let us consider a system which is rigidly connected to the rotating body and
comprises a comoving detector. In superfluids the simplest model for such a de
consists of the layer near the surface of the cylinder within which the superfluid vel
follows the rotation of the cylinder, i.e.,vs5V3r in the laboratory frame, and thu
vs50 in the rotating frame. This means that, as distinct from the superfluid outsid
cylinder, in such a layer the quasiparticle spectrum has no2VL shift of the energy
levels.

Since in the detector matter, i.e., in the surface layer, the vorticity in the labora
frame is nonzero,“3vs52VÞ0, this layer either contains vortices or is represented
normal~nonsuperfluid! liquid which is rigidly rotating with the body. Actually the whole
rotating cylinder can be represented by a rotating normal liquid. The equilibrium sta
a rotating normal liquid viewed in the rotating frame is the same as that of a statio
normal liquid viewed in the laboratory frame.
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The rotating cylinder can also be represented by a cluster of quantized vortices
average superfluid velocity within the cluster is^vs&50 in the rotating frame. Thus
within the cluster the superfluid is in the ground state in the rotating frame, while ou
the cluster the superfluid is in the ground state in the laboratory frame. Such ri
rotating clusters of vortices have been investigated experimentally in superfluid3He ~see,
e.g.,, Ref. 13!.

Thus we can discuss the complete system as consisting of two parts, each in i
ground state~see Figs. 1a and 1b for the case of Fermi liquid!: ~1! The detector matter in
its ground state as seen in the rotating frame;~2! the superfluid outside the cylinder in it

FIG. 1. a — Vacuum of the Fermi liquid within the rotating body atr ,R. This vacuum is rotating togethe
with the body and thus plays the role of the comoving detector. b — ‘‘Minkowski’’ vacuum of superfluid
outside the rotating body as viewed in rotating frame. In the ergoregion, i.e., atr .r e5vL /V, wherevL is the
Landau critical velocity, the conduction band crosses the zero energy level. c — Tunneling of particles from the
vacuum of the detector matter to the ‘‘Minkowski’’ vacuum in the ergoregion produces radiation from rot
body and excitation of the comoving detector. d — Transition between the states in the ‘‘Minkowski’’ vacuu
due to interaction with the rotating detector.
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ground state~the ‘‘Minkowski’’ vacuum! in the laboratory frame. The radiation of fe
mions by the rotating cylinder is described by the rotating observer as a tunneling pr
~Fig. 1c!: fermions tunnel from the occupied negative energy levels in the detector t
unoccupied negative energy state in the ergoregion. The same can be considered
spontaneous nucleation of pairs: a particle is nucleated in the ergoregion and its p
hole is nucleated in the comoving detector. This process causes the radiation fro
rotating body and also the excitation of the detector. From the point of view of
Minkowski ~stationary! observer this is described as the excitation of the superfl
system by time-dependent perturbations.

RADIATION OF PHONONS TO THE ERGOREGION

For the Bose case the radiation of phonons can be also considered as a pro
which a particle in the normal Bose liquid in the detector tunnels to the scattering st
the ergoplane, where also the energy isE50. In the quasiclassical approximation th
tunneling probability ise22S, where atpz50:

S5Im E dr pr5L E
R

r e
drA1

r 2 2
1

r e
2 'L ln

r e

R
. ~7!

Thus all the particles withL.0 are radiated, but the radiation probability decrease
higherL. If the linear velocity at the surface is much less than the Landau critical velo
VR!c, the probability of radiation of phonons with energy~frequency! v5VL is

w}e22S5S R

r e
D 2L

5S VR

c D 2L

5S vR

cL D 2L

, VR!c. ~8!

If c is replaced by the speed of light, Eq.~8! is proportional to the superradiant amplifi
cation of electromagnetic waves by a rotating dielectric cylinder, derived
Zel’dovich.7,9

The number of phonons of frequencyv5VL emitted per unit time can be estimate
asṄ5We22S, whereW is the attempt frequency;\/ma2 multiplied by the number of
localized modes;RZ/a2, whereZ is the height of the cylinder anda is the thickness of
the normal fluid layer, of the order of the interatomic spacing. Since each phonon c
angular momentumL, a cylinder rotating in superfluid vacuum~at T50) loses angular
momentum, which means the presence of quantum rotational friction.

RADIATION OF ROTONS AND BOGOLIUBOV QUASIPARTICLES

The minimalL value of radiated quasiparticles having a gapD is determined by this
gap: Lmin5D/Vp05vL /V, wherevL5D/p0 is the Landau critical velocity. Since th
tunneling rate decreases exponentially withL, only the lowest possibleL must be con-
sidered. In this case the tunneling trajectory withE50 is determined by the equatio
p5p0 both for rotons and Bogoliubov quasiparticles. Forpz50 the classical tunneling
trajectory is thus given bypr5 iAup0

22L2/r 2u. This gives for the tunneling exponen
e22S the equation

S5Im E dr pr5LE
R

r e
drA1

r 2 2
1

r e
2 'L ln

r e

R
. ~9!
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Here the position of the ergoplane isr e5L/p05vL /V. Since the rotational velocityV is
always much smaller than the gap,L is very large. That is why the radiation of rotons a
Bogoliubov quasiparticles with a gap is exponentially suppressed.

FRICTION DUE TO TRANSITIONS IN ‘‘MINKOWSKI VACUUM’’

Radiation can occur without excitation of the detector vacuum, via direct intera
of the particles in the Minkowski vacuum with the rotating body. In the rotating frame
states in the occupied band and in the conduction band have the same energy, if the
opposite momentaL. Then a transition between the two levels is energetically allow
and will occur if the Hamiltonian has a nonzero matrix element between the statesL and
2L. The necessary interaction is provided by any breaking of the axial symmetry o
rotating body, e.g., by roughness on the surface~thus the interaction is localized a
r;R). A wire moving along a circular orbit is another practical example. In the cas
a rotating vortex cluster the axial symmetry is always broken.

In the quasiclassical approximation the process of radiation is as follows~see Fig.
1d!. A particle from the occupied band in the ergoregion tunnels to the surface o
rotating body, where after interaction with a nonaxisymmetric disturbance it chang
angular momentum. After that it tunnels back to the ergoregion to the conduction
In this process both a particle and a hole are produced in the Minkowski vacuum, a
a result the tunneling exponent is twice as large as in Eqs.~8! and ~9!.

DISCUSSION

The rotational friction experienced by a body rotating in superfluid vacuum
T50 is caused by the spontaneous quantum emission of quasiparticles from the ro
object to the ‘‘Minkowski’’ vacuum in the ergoregion. The emission is not thermal
depends on the details of the interaction of the radiation with the rotating body. In
quasiclassical approximation it is mainly determined by the tunneling exponent, w
can be approximately characterized by an effective temperatureTeff;\V(2/ln(vL /VR)).
The vacuum friction of the rotating body can be observed only if the effective temp
ture exceeds the temperature of the bulk superfluid,Teff.T. For a body rotating with
V5103 rad/s,T must be below 1028 K. However, a high rotational velocity can b
obtained in a system of two like vortices rotating around their center of mass
V5k/4pR2 (k is the circulation around each vortex, andR is the radius of the circular
orbit!.

The process discussed in the paper occurs only if there is an ergoplane
rotating frame. For a superfluid confined within the external cylinder of radiusRext, this
process occurs at high enough rotation velocity,r e(V)5vL /V,Rext, when the er-
goplane is within the superfluid. On the instability of the ergoregion in quantum vac
towards emission, see, e.g., Ref. 10.

If r e(V).Rext and the ergoregion is not present, then the interaction between
coaxial cylinders via the vacuum fluctuations becomes the main mechanism for di
tion. This causes the dynamic Casimir forces between the walls moving laterally~see
review14!. As in Ref. 14 the nonideality of the cylinders is the necessary condition
quantum friction.
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The case of a rotating body is not the only case in which the ergoregion is impo
in superfluids. The ergoregion also appears for linearly moving textures when the
of the order-parameter texture exceeds the local ‘‘speed of light.’’15
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Azimuthal modulation of the event rate of cosmic-ray
extensive air showers by the geomagnetic field

A. A. Ivanov,1) V. P. Egorova, V. A. Kolosov, A. D. Krasil’nikov,
M. I. Pravdin, and I. E. Sleptsov
Institute of Cosmophysical Research and Aeronomy, Siberian Branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, 677891 Yakutsk, Russia

~Submitted 29 December 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 263–267~25 February 1999!

The effect of the Earth’s magnetic field on the azimuthal distribution of
the number of extensive air showers is measured using data obtained
from many years of observations at the Yakutsk array. A uniform azi-
muthal distribution of the event rates of these showers is rejected at a
10214 significance level. The amplitude of the harmonic of the distri-
bution depends on the zenith angle asA1'0.2 sin2u and is virtually
independent of the primary-particle energy, while the phase coincides
with the magnetic meridian. From the magnitude of the measured effect
a correction factor for the particle density is determined which depends
on the geomagnetic parameter of the shower. ©1999 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00204-2#

PACS numbers: 96.40.Pq

The trajectories of charged particles of an extensive air shower~EAS! developing in
the atmosphere from primary cosmic-ray particles are curved in the Earth’s mag
field. As a result, the spatial distribution of the particles is broadened in a plane pe
dicular to the shower axis, in the direction of the Lorentz force. The observation of
effect1 at the Yakutsk EAS array in strongly inclined showers with zenith ang
u.60° showed the presence of a pronounced asymmetry of the spatial distribution
tion ~SDF! of the particles due to the deflection of the muons; this asymmetry is pro
tional to the geomagnetic parameter of the shower, which is determined by the
between the shower axis and the field vector:g5sinx/cos2u, where
x5cos21(cosu cosuH1sinu sinuH cos(a120)), whereuH514°, anda is the azimuthal
angle. The influence of the geomagnetic field on the spatial distribution of the par
has been confirmed by observations2 for showers with zenith angles 20°,u,60°. The
results of calculations of the expected effect in the GZK model was used to analyz
shower with the highest energy detected at the Yakutsk EAS array,E0.1020 eV ~Ref. 3!,
and in Ref. 4 it was shown that showers from ultrahigh energyg rays should exhibit
north–south asymmetry. But for the latter effect there is a threshold with respect t
energy of the primaryg rays,Eg.331019 eV.

In the present letter we call attention to the fact that since the asymmetry of the
depends on the relative arrangement of the field vector and the particle velocit
selecting showers with the same energy and zenith angles we should obtain mod
2880021-3640/99/69(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of the EAS event rate with respect to the azimuthal angle because of the different b
ening of the SDF, which changes the observed energy of the primary particles an
associated primary cosmic-ray flux intensity.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the number of EAS events with energy excee
531016 eV measured at the Yakutsk array in the period 1974–1995 in the zenith-a
intervals 20–30°, 40–50°, and 60–70°. The numbers of EAS events in theu intervals
that were used in the analysis are presented in Table I.

The dependence of the amplitude and phase of the first three harmonics
distribution on the zenith angle and energy of the primary EAS particle is shown in
2 and 3. The amplitudes of the second and third harmonics correspond to the ex
value for a uniform distribution of azimuthal angles, shown by the dashed line, fo
measured number of showers in each interval. The short-dash lines show the erro
ridor for the expected amplitudes. The amplitude of the first harmonic is substan
different from zero in the zenith-angle intervals Nos. 3–7 from Table I. In these inte

FIG. 1. Normalized numbers of EAS events in the zenith-angle intervals~shown on the right side! as a function
of the azimuthal angle for showers withE0.531016 eV. The dashed line shows the function 11A1cos(a
2a1). The amplitude and phase of the first harmonic as functions ofu andE0 are presented in Figs. 2 and 3

TABLE I. Numbern of EAS events inu intervals.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

u, deg 0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60 60–70 70
n 25924 69114 83226 66649 37575 16384 6609 17
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a uniform distribution over the azimuthal angle can be rejected with a probability of e
of less than 10214, based on the probability that for the uniform distribution the amplitu
of the first harmonic is greater thanA1 : P(.A1)5exp(2n•A1

2/4). The phase of the firs
harmonic coincides with the magnetic meridian at Yakutsk. As a result of the small
of the magnetic field vector in the region of the array (uH514°), the first harmonic of the
distribution of azimuthal angles predominates for 20,u,70°. The picture could be
different for other arrays. For example, for the Tibet array, where the direction of the
is inclined by 45° relative to the vertical, the first and second harmonics shoul
pronounced for anglesu.50°, while for the Chakalta� array (uH588°) the second
harmonic will predominate.

To determine the effect of the array geometry on the magnitude of the modula
we constructed the azimuthal-angle distribution of the event rate in the sample of sh
detected using detectors arranged in a circle 1.5 km in radius around the center
array~azimuthally symmetric part of the setup!. We found that the amplitude and pha
of the first harmonic in the sample are different from the corresponding values fo
initial distribution by amounts that are certainly smaller than the statistical errors.
therefore assumed the azimuthal modulation to be independent of the array geom

FIG. 2. Amplitudes of the first three harmonics and phase of the first harmonic as functions of the zenith
The vertical bars show the statistical error and the horizontal bars show the angular intervals. Notationsm —
first, s — second,h — third harmonics. The dot-and-dash line shows the function 0.2 sin2u. The dashed curve
shows the expected amplitudes of the harmonics for a uniform azimuthal distribution; the dotted curve
the variance of the expected amplitudes (1s).
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The showers at the Yakutsk array are analyzed by adjusting the parameters
axisymmetric function used to fit the charged-particle density in the detectors. The
ticle densityr300 found 300 m from the shower axis according to this function is c
verted to the energy of the primary particle of the EAS. Let us see howr300 varies as a
result of the geomagnetic scattering of the particles for an SDF of the formr r5cr2h,
wherer is the distance from the shower axis in a plane perpendicular to the EAS
The positive- and negative-particle density functions shift relative to the shower ax
a certain distance

r r
g5c@~~r cosw1d!21r 2 sin2w!2h/21~~r cosw2d!21r 2 sin2w!2h/2#/2,

whered is the displacement of the charges andw,(0° –360°).

For d!r we obtain, averaging over a circle of radiusr 5300 m, r300
g 'r300

g50(1
1(h•d300/2)2). Hereh'3,1 andd3005d/300 m. On average the particle densities in t
detectors are higher than the density expected with no geomagnetic field~i.e., g50). For
showers arriving from the north the observed particle densities in the detectors are
than in the ‘‘southern’’ showers of equal energy and the same zenith angle.

When we select showers with the same densitiesr300, the primary-particle energy is
lower for showers arriving from the north. This decreases the corresponding EAS
rate, as is evident from Fig. 1, since in the range 1016,E0,1018 eV the number of

FIG. 3. Amplitudes of the first three harmonics and phase of the first harmonic versus the energy of the p
particle of an EAS. The notation is the same as in Fig. 2.
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showers detected at the Yakutsk array decreases with energy. The amplitude of th
harmonic is determined by the relative change in the densityr300 measured for southern
and northern showers:

2A15DJ/J5g~Dr300/r300!,

whereJ is the EAS event rate andg5 ln J/ln r300. The zenith-angle dependence of t
amplitudeA1 is described well by the function 0.2sin2u ~Fig. 2!, but the variation ofg
with increasing zenith angle has the effect thatDr300/r300 cannot be described by such
simple function. It is known5 that the maximum zenith angle separating showers in wh
the electron–photon and muon components of the shower predominate at sea le
r 5300 m is about 50°. Figure 2 shows that the geomagnetic effect in an EAS is obs
in both of these regions.

The asymmetry of the SDF due to the geomagnetic field is determined by
displacement of the charges. Letj be the ratio of the longest to the shortest distan
corresponding to a fixed particle densityr300

g50 . Then

j'11
h12

2
d300

2 '11Dr300/r300

for h53. Therefore the measurements of the ‘‘ovalness’’ of the SDF can be use
estimate the variation ofr300 due to the geomagnetic field. In Ref. 1 it is shown that
coefficient of linear proportionality between the degree of asymmetry of the SDF an
geomagnetic parameter of strongly inclined showers isdj/dg50.160.04. Using this
value in the entire region of zenith angles, we obtain the correction factors to the de
r300 that depend on the zenith angleu ~see Table II!.

As one can see from Fig. 3, the amplitude of the first harmonic is virtually inde
dent ofE0 in the energy range containing an adequate number of events. Therefo
energy dependence of the factors can be neglected.

At the Yakutsk arrayr300 is converted toE0 using a method that relatesr300 in
inclined and vertical showers via a line of equal intensity in spectra at different ze
angles. Since these intensities correspond to the same primary-particle energy of a
and since geomagnetic corrections can be neglected in vertical showers, in estimatE0

its zenith-angle dependence is taken into account correctly but the variation of the e
with the azimuth is averaged. This produces a small systematic error, proportionalA1,
in the estimate of the primary-particle energy. The absorption range ofr300 determined
according to the lines of equal intensity is overestimated by'10% relative to the value
for g50.

The exponent of the EAS spectrum forr300 (r600 for showers recorded by th
‘‘Grandmaster,’’ with 1 km between the detectors! increases when geomagnetic corre

TABLE II. Correction factors for the measured densityr300.

u, deg 20 30 40 50 60

r300
g50/r300

g northern showers 0.94 0.92 0.88 0.82 0.7

southern showers 0.99 0.96 0.93 0.87 0.
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tions are introduced. This is because the fraction of inclined showers detected b
array increases withr300. Thus for showers with zenith angles less than 60° and ener
of 1018, 331018, and 1019 eV the change in the exponent in the power-law spectrum
the EAS is 0.01, 0.07, and 0.24 and the relative intensity changeDJ/J is 0.16, 0.19, and
0.28, respectively.
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Diffractive S and D wave vector mesons in deep inelastic
scattering
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Helicity amplitudes for diffractive leptoproduction of theSandD wave
states of vector mesons are derived. A dramatically different spin de-
pendence for production of theS and D wave vector mesons is pre-
dicted. It is found thatR5sL /sT is very small and that the higher twist
effects in the production of longitudinally polarizedD wave vector
mesons are abnormally large. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00304-7#

PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 13.88.1e

Diffractive vector meson productiong* 1p→V1p8 in deep inelastic scattering
~DIS! at small x5(Q21mV

2)/(W21Q2) is a testing ground of ideas on the QC
pomeron exchange and light-cone wave function~LCWF! of vector mesons~Refs. 1–5;
for a recent review see Ref. 6; for the kinematics see Fig. 1;Q252q2 and W25(p
1q)2 are standard DIS variables!. The ground state vector mesons,V5r0,

v0,w0,J/C,Y are usually supposed to be theSwave spin-tripletqq̄ states. However, al

the previous theoretical calculations have used theVq̄q vertex fVVmq̄Gmq with the
simplest choiceGm5gm , which corresponds to a certain mixture of theS and D wave
states, and there has been no discussion of the impact of theD wave admixture in the
literature~hereVm is the vector meson polarization vector andfV is the vertex function,
which is related to the vector meson LCWF as specified below!.

We report here a derivation of helicity amplitudes for diffractive production of p

S and D wave qq̄ systems for small to moderate momentum transferD within the
diffraction cone. Understanding production ofD wave states is a topical issue for seve
reasons. First, theD wave admixture may affect predictions for the ratioR5sL /sT , in
which there is a persistent departure of the theory from experiment. To this end we
that the nonperturbative long-range pion exchange between light quarks and antiq7

is a natural source ofS–D mixing in the ground-stater0 and v0 mesons. Second
different spin properties ofSandD wave production may facilitate the as yet unresolv
2940021-3640/99/69(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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D wave versus 2S wave assignment of ther8(1480) andr8(1700) mesons and th
v8(1420) andv8(1600) mesons.

In our analysis we rely heavily upon the derivation8 of the amplitudes of the
s-channel helicity-conserving~SCHC! and nonconserving~SCHNC! transitions, albeit in
a slightly different notation. We predict a dramatically different spin dependence
production of theSandD wave states, especially theQ2 dependence ofR5sL /sT which
derives from the anomalously large higher twist effects in the SCHC amplitude
production of longitudinally polarized vector mesons. Our technique can be readily
eralized to higher excited states, 32 etc., leptoproduction of which is interesting for th
fact that they cannot be formed ine1e2 annihilation.

A typical leading log(1/x) ~LL(1/x)) pQCD diagram for vector meson production
shown in Fig. 1. We use the standard Sudakov expansion of all the momenta in th
light-cone vectors

p85p2q
p2

s
, q85q1p8

Q2

s

such thatq825p8250 ands52p8•q8, and the two-dimensional transverse compone
k5zq81yp81k' ,k5aq81bp81k' ,D5gp81dq81D' ~with the exception ofr
which is a three-dimensional vector, see below, hereafterk,D, . . . always stand for
two-dimensional vectorsk' ,D' etc.!. The diffractive helicity amplitudes take the form

AlVlg

S,D ~x,Q2,D!5 is
CFNccVA4paem

2p2 E
0

1 dz

z~12z!
E d2kcS,D~z,k!

3E d2k

k4
aS~max$k2,k21Q̄2%!I lVlg

S,D ~g*→V!S 1

1 i
p

2

]

] logxDF~x,k,D! , ~1!

wherelV ,lg stand for helicities,m is the quark mass,CF5(Nc
221)/2Nc is the Casimir

operator,Nc53 is the number of colors,cV51/A2,1/3A2,1/3,2/3 for ther0,v0,f0,J/C
mesons,aem is the fine structure constant,aS is the strong coupling, andQ̄25m2

FIG. 1. One of the four Feynman diagrams for the vector meson productiong* p→Vp8 via QCD two-gluon
pomeron exchange.
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1z(12z)Q2 is the relevant hard scale. To the LL(1/x) the lower blob is related to the
unintegrated gluon density matrixF(x,k,D) ~Refs. 5,9,10!. For smallD within the dif-
fraction cone

F~x,k,D!5
]G~x,k2!

] logk2
expS 2

1

2
B3P D2D , ~2!

where]G/] logk2 is the conventional unintegrated gluon structure function and, mo
to a slow Regge growth, the diffraction coneB3P; 6 GeV22 ~Ref. 5!.

In the light-cone formalism11 one first computes the production of an on-mass s
qq̄ pair of invariant massM and total momentumqM . This amplitude is projected onto
the state (qq̄)J of total angular momentumJ51 using the running longitudinal and th
usual transverse polarization vectors

VL5
1

M S q81
D22M2

s
p81D'D , VT5V'1

2~V'•D!

s
~p82q8!, ~3!

such that (VTVL)5(VTqM)5(VLqM)50. Then the resulting upper blobI (g*→V) is
contracted with the radial LCWF of theqq̄ Fock state of the vector meson,

cS,D~z,k!5cS,D~r2!5
fS,D~r2!

M22mV
2

. ~4!

Herer 51/2(k22k1), which in the rest frame is the relative 3-momentum in theqq̄ pair,
r 5(0,r )5(0,k,kz), r 252r2, and

M254~m21r2!5
m21k2

z~12z!
.

To conform to this procedure, all the occurrences of the vector meson massmV in I lVlg

of Ref. 8 must be replaced byM.

A useful normalization of the radial LCWF’scS,D(r2) is provided by theV
→e1e2 decay constant,̂0uJm

emuV&5 f cVA4paemVm :

f S5
Nc

~2p!3 E d3r
8

3
~M1m!cS~r2! , f D5

Nc

~2p!3 E d3r
32

3

r4

M12m
cD~r2! . ~5!

The nice observation is that we need not go again through all the calculatio
helicity amplitudes. Indeed, the spinor verticesGm

S,D for the pureSandD wave states can
be readily obtained from the simplestGm5gm used in Ref. 8. Following Ref. 11, it can b
easily shown that

Gm
S5gm2

2r m

M12m
5Smngn ; Smn5gmn2

2r mr n

m~M12m!
. ~6!

Here we have made use ofr mgm5m and (qM•r )50. Once theSwave is constructed, the
spinor structure for aD wave state can be readily obtained by contracting theS wave
vertex with 3r mr n1gmnr2, with the result
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Gm
D5r2gm1~M1m!r m5Dmngn ; Dmn5r2gmn1

M1m

m
r mr n . ~7!

Consequently, the answers for eitherS or D wave production amplitudes can be imm
diately obtained from the expressions given in Ref. 8 by substitutionsVm*→Vn*Snm ,
Vm*→Vn*Dnm for S andD wave states respectively.

In terms of diffractive amplitudesF1 andF2 defined in Ref. 8, we find forS wave
vector mesons~hereT stands for the transverse polarization!

I 0L
S 524QMz2~12z!2F2F11

~122z!2m

2z~12z!~M12m!G ,
I TT

S 5H ~V* •e!@m2F21~k•F1!#1~122z!2~V* •k!~e•F1!
M

M12m
2~e•k!

3~V* •F1!1
2m

M12m
~V* •k!~e•k!F2J ,

I 0T
S 522z~12z!~2z21!M ~e•F1!F11

~122z!2m

2z~12z!~M12m!G1
Mm

M12m
~2z21!

3~e•k!F2 ,

I TL
S 52Qz~12z!~2z21!~V* •k!F2

M

M12m
. ~8!

Because the difference betweenGm
S andgm is a relativistic correction, the results for th

S wave vector mesons differ from those found in Ref. 8 only by a small relativ
corrections}r2/M2. The exceptional case is suppression ofI TL

S by factorM /(2m1M )
;0.5.

We skip the twist expansion forS wave amplitudes, which can easily be do
following Ref. 8, and proceed to the much more interesting case ofD wave mesons, for
which

I 0L
D 52QMz~12z!S k22

4m

M
kz

2DF2 ,

I TT
D 5$~V* •e!r2@m2F21~k•F1!#1~122z!2~r21m21Mm!~V* •k!~e•F1!2r2

3~e•k!~V* •F1!2m~M1m!~V* •k!~e•k!F2%,

I 0T
D 52

2z21

2
M H ~e•F1!S k22

4m

M
kz

2D1m~M1m!~e•k!F2J ,

I TL
D 52Qz~12z!~2z21!~V* •k!~r21m21Mm!F2 . ~9!

The novel features of these amplitudes are best seen in the twist expansion in i
powers of the hard scaleQ̄2. As it was noted in Ref. 8, in all cases but the double helic
flip the dominant twist amplitudes come from the leading logQ̄2 ~LLQ̄2) region of k2

;RV
22 ,D2!k2!Q̄2. A closer inspection of ourI lVlg

D shows that the seemingly leadin
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interference with the dominantS wave component in the photon always appears in
quadrupole combination 2kz

22k2. Since the integration over the quark loop can be cas
the formd3r , such quadrupole combinations vanish after angular integration. As a re
abnormally large higher twist contributions}M2/(M21Q2), with large numerical fac-
tors, come into play and significantly modify theQ2 dependence of the amplitudes fo
production of longitudinally polarized vector mesons:

I 0L
D 52

Q

M

32r4

15~M21Q2!2 S 128
M2

M21Q2Dk2, ~10!

I 66
D 5~V* •e!

32r4

15~M21Q2!2 S 1514
M2

M21Q2Dk2 , ~11!

I 6L
D 52

32r4

15~M21Q2!2

24Q~V* •D!

M21Q2
k2 , ~12!

I L6
D 5

32r4

15~M21Q2!2

8~e•D!

M S 113
M2

M21Q2Dk2 , ~13!

I 67
D 5~V* •D!~e•D!

32r4

15~M21Q2!2 S 12
96

7

k2r2

M2~M21Q2!
D . ~14!

In close similarity to theSwave case,8 the leading twist double-helicity flip amplitude i
dominated by soft gluon exchange, and the LLQ̄2 component is of higher twist.

In order to emphasize striking difference between theD wave andS wave state
amplitudes, we focus on nonrelativistic heavy quarkonia, whereM2'mV

2 , although all
the qualitative results hold for light vector mesons, too. For purposes of illustration
evaluate the ratios of helicity amplitudes,rD/S5 f SAD/ f DAS, for the the harmonic oscil-
lator wave functions:

r0L~D/S!5
1

5 S 128
mV

2

Q21mV
2 D ,

r66~D/S!53S 11
4

15

mV
2

Q21mV
2 D ,

r06~D/S!52
1

5
~mVaS!2S 113

mV
2

Q21mV
2 D ,

r6L~D/S!5
3

40
~mVaS!4 . ~15!

First, A0L changes the sign atQ2;7mV
2 . The ratioRD5sL /sT has thus a nonmonotoni

Q2 behavior andRD!RS. Furthermore,RD&1 in a broad range ofQ2&225mV
2 .

Whereas in heavy quarkonia theS–D mixing is arguably weak,12 in light r0,v0 even a
relatively weakS–D mixing could have a substantial impact onR. Second, all theD
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wave amplitudes, SCHC and SCHNC alike, with exception of the higher twist compo
of double-helicity flip, are proportional tor4 and, in view of Eq.~5!, to the decay constan
f D . In contrast to that, in theS wave case the spin-flip amplitudes for heavy quarko
are suppressed by nonrelativistic Fermi motion.8 The relevant suppression parameter
;1/(aSmV)2, whereaS is the radius of the 1S state. For this reason, forD wave states the
SCHNC effects are much stronger. For instance, for charmonium (mVaS)2'27 ~see
Ref. 12!.

To summarize, we have found dramatically different spin properties of diffrac
leptoproduction of theS and D wave states of vector mesons. We predict a very sm
RD5sL /sT and a very strong breaking of thes-channel helicity conservation in th
production ofD wave states. Higher twist effects in the production of longitudina
polarizedD wave vector mesons are found to be abnormally large. Consequently
distinct spin properties ofD wave vector mesons in diffractive DIS offer an interesti
way to discernSandD wave meson states, which are indistinguishable ate1e2 colliders.

The fruitful discussions with B. G. Zakharov and V. R. Zoller are gratefully
knowledged. I.P.I. thanks Prof. J. Speth for hospitality at the Institut fu¨r Kernphysik,
Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich. The work of I.P.I. has been partly supported by the Russ
Fund for Fundamental Research.
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Generation of the second optical harmonic in porous-
silicon-based structures with a photonic band gap

L. A. Golovan’, A. M. Zheltikov,* P. K. Kashkarov,1) N. I. Koroteev,
M. G. Lisachenko, A. N. Naumov, D. A. Sidorov-Biryukov,
V. Yu. Timoshenko, and A. B. Fedotov
Department of Physics and International Laser Center, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow St
University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 13 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 274–279~25 February 1999!

Efficient generation of the second optical harmonic is observed experi-
mentally in a multilayer periodic structure based on porous silicon. The
second-harmonic signal is much stronger than the signal from a uni-
form porous silicon layer or from the single-crystal silicon substrate.
The orientational dependence of the second-harmonic signal is isotro-
pic. The second-harmonic intensity as a function of the reflection angle
reaches a maximum in the direction corresponding to the minimum
phase detuning in a multilayer periodic structure. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00404-1#

PACS numbers: 42.70.Qs, 42.65.Ky

Porous silicon~PS! has been the object of intense study in the last ten years~see,
e.g., the review1!. The interest in this material is due to the fact that nanometer-
clusters can form in it under certain preparation conditions. This and the fact tha
possesses an extended surface make PS a promising material for various techno
applications.

New applications of porous silicon are opening up in connection with the possib
of using this material to make one- and two-dimensional microstructures and subm
structures with a periodically varying index of refraction~see reviews2,3!. Specifically, PS
superlattices open up wide possibilities for producing optical filters with controlla
characteristics. The idea of using periodic structures consisting of PS layers with
odically varying porosity as Bragg reflectors and microresonators is discussed in R
In this connection it is important to understand the possibilities of using periodic
structures for controlling not only linear but also nonlinear optical processes. As
shown in Ref. 5, the dispersion properties of periodic structures can be used fo
purpose. An increase in the second-harmonic generation efficiency in structures
photonic band gaps created from materials with a bulk quadratic nonlinearity has
observed in a number of experimental works~see, e.g., Ref. 6!. The development of
PS-based structures with photonic band gaps is important in connection with the
bility of solving a variety of important applied and fundamental problems, including
3000021-3640/99/69(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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control of the parameters of short light pulses,7 the development of new types of Brag
reflectors and chirped mirrors,8 and the development of compact optical delay lines.9

It has been established previously that second-harmonic generation~SHG! in PS is
very inefficient. The second-harmonic signal in PS is at least an order of magn
weaker than the signal from the crystalline-silicon substrate.10 This fact is explained by
the optical isotropy of PS on scales of the order of a wavelength. Second-harm
generation in PS becomes appreciable only after thermovacuum treatment of the s
which is accompanied by the appearance of new surface states and stresses in a
face layer.11 The basic idea of increasing the SHG efficiency in PS implemented in
present work is to decrease the phase detuning for the SHG process by produ
periodic multilayer structure consisting of PS. As we show in the present letter,
approach makes it possible to increase the SHG efficiency substantially in superla
based on silicon nanostructures as compared with the second-harmonic signals bo
a uniform PS layer and from the single-crystal silicon that serves as a substrate fo
structure.

Porous-silicon-based multilayer structures were produced by electrochemical
ing of single-crystalline silicon wafers in a 1:1 solution of HF in ethanol. The subs
consisted ofp-type silicon with ~100! surface orientation and resistivity;10 V•cm.
Electrochemical etching was performed by successively applied current pulses. Th
rent densities were 5 and 105 mA/cm2. The thickness of layers with different porosi
could be controlled by varying the duration of the pulses. Three multilayer struc
(A,B, and C) with different PS layer thicknesses were produced. Each structure
tained 12 pairs of layers with porosities of about 70 and 80%. The samples pre
luminesce in the region 550–800 nm, indicating the formation of nanocluste rs in th
layers.1 The superlattices obtained act as Bragg reflectors. The reflection spectra for
are displayed in Fig. 1. Changing the angle of incidence of light on the sample shif
reflection maxima~see Fig. 2!. This makes it possible to adjust the dispersion of

FIG. 1. Reflection spectra of the superlatticesA ~a!, B ~b!, andC ~c! for normal incidence of light.
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structure for the SHG process. Satisfactory agreement between the experimental d
the computational results obtained by the matrix method was achieved for refra
indices of the layersn1;1.4 andn2;1.2. The thicknesses of the low- and high-poros
layers were d1587 nm and d2595 nm for the A structure, d15111 nm and
d25137 nm for theB structure, andd15178 nm andd25150 nm for theC structure.

The apparatus developed for investigating SHG in reflection from a multilaye
structure consists of a picosecond laser system and an automated detection syste
picosecond laser system includes a Nd:YAG master oscillator with passive mode lo
and Q switching, and a system for extracting single pulses using an electrooptic s
and two amplification cascades.12 The laser pulse at the exit of the amplifying cascad
has a duration of about 35 ps and energy up to 3 mJ with a Gaussian spatial distri
of the intensity in the cross section of the beam of amplified radiation. The repe
frequency of the generation pulses was 1 Hz. Radiation at 1.06mm is used as the pump
wave in the second-harmonic generation scheme in reflection from a periodic PS
ture. The pump radiation is linearly polarized. The second-harmonic signal was de
with an FÉU-106 photomultiplier. Acquisition and processing of the experimental d
were performed with a boxcar integrator and a personal computer.

The dependence of the second-harmonic intensity on the angle of rotation o
sample around the normal to its surface for the superlatticeA is presented in Fig. 3. The
second-harmonic signal is seen to be virtually independent of the azimuthal ro
angle. The second-harmonic radiation was completelyp polarized. The SHG efficiency
with pumping byp-polarized radiation is higher than fors-polarized radiation at the
fundamental frequency. The intensity of the second harmonic generated in the PS
superlattice is more than an order of magnitude higher not only than the second-har
signal from a uniform PS layer of high or low porosity but also than that of the crysta
silicon, with ~100! surface orientation, on which the superlattice was formed.

Figure 4 displays the dependences of the second-harmonic intensity on the an
incidence for the superlattices A, B, and C. The superlattice A made it possible to ac

FIG. 2. Reflection spectra of superlatticeA for light incident in the direction of the normal and at angles of 3
and 60°~solid lines!. The dotted line shows the reflection spectrum of a uniform layer of porous silicon
80% porosity for normal incidence of the light. Inset: Schematic diagram of the experimental structure.
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the maximum second-harmonic intensity. The dependence of the second-harmonic
sity on the angle of incidence is nonmonotonic: The second-harmonic intensity is
low at an angle of incidenceu close to normal incidence and reaches its maximum va
atu555°. The second-harmonic signal for the superlattices B and C is much weake
the maxima of these signals are reached at larger angles of incidence.

To explain the experimental data we consider first the fact that there is no ori
tional dependence when thep polarization of the second harmonic predominates~Fig. 3!.
This effect as well as the high SHG intensity for pumping withp-polarized radiation are
apparently explained by the characteristic structural features of the porous layer.
well known, pores grow in the~100! direction,1,2 i.e., in a direction normal to the supe
lattice. Thus silicon nanoclusters exhibit anisotropy~of the ellipsoidal type1,13!, and their
linear susceptibility in a direction normal to the structure is much higher than in per
dicular directions. Treating the silicon nanoclusters as an elementary dipole, one
expect the most efficient excitation and reemission to correspond top polarization of the
wave. Evidently, the orientational dependence vanishes because of the optical isotr

FIG. 3. Orientational dependences for second-harmonic signal generated in superlatticeA for different polar-
izations of the radiation at the fundamental and second-harmonic frequencies:p–p(j),p–s(l), and
s–p(m). The orientational dependence (s) of the second-harmonic signal for the~100! single-crystalline
silicon serving as the substrate for the superlattice.

FIG. 4. Second-harmonic intensity versus the angle of incidence of the radiation at the fundamental fre
for superlattices A, B, and C.
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the experimental structure in directions perpendicular to the normal direction. The
ference of the intensities of the second harmonic for the superlattices A, B, and C a
to the fact that SHG generation is not associated with stresses that could arise
structure or at its interface with the substrate.

The most interesting effect observed is the dependence of the second-har
generation efficiency on the angle of incidence of the pump radiation on the sample~Fig.
4!. The dependence of the detuning of the wave numbersk1 andk2 of the radiation at the
fundamental and doubled frequencies on the angle of incidence of the radiation
analyzed taking into account the dispersion of the multilayer periodic structure~see, for
example, Ref. 14! and the material dispersion of the PS. Based on the measureme
the reflection, the difference of the refractive indices at 1.064mm and 0.532mm was
estimated to be 0.01 for the high-porosity layer and 0.005 for the low-porosity laye
agreement with the data presented in Fig. 3. The dependence of the detuningDk5k2

22k1 of the wave vectors on the angle of incidence of the radiation, calculated
periodic structures with the parameters indicated above in the direction of propagat
the pump radiation, is presented in Fig. 5. The detuningDk reaches its minimum value
for definite angles of incidence of the radiation. According to the calculations for
structureA this angle is 50°, which is close to the angle corresponding to the experi
tally observed maximum efficiency of SHG. The small difference between the valu
these angles can be explained by the role of Fresnel factors, which decrease the
intensity because of an increase in the reflection coefficient with increasing ang
incidence.

In summary, we have established experimentally that in a multilayer periodic s
ture based on porous silicon the SHG efficiency is much higher than in a uniform lay

FIG. 5. Calculated detuningDk of the wave numbers versus the angle of incidence of the radiation a
fundamental frequency for superlattices A, B, and C.
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porous silicon and on the surface of single-crystal silicon. The SHG efficiency dep
strongly on the thicknesses of the layers. The radiation at the second-harmonic freq
is p polarized, and its intensity does not depend on the angle of rotation of the stru
in a plane perpendicular to the normal. The intensity of the second harmonic was
to be a nonmonotonic function of the angle of incidence of the pump radiation on
sample. The effects observed are attributed to the fact that at a definite angle of inc
the phase detuning for the SHG process reaches a minimum value in the structur

This work was supported in part by the State Scientific and Technical Prog
‘‘Atomic Surface Structures’’~Project No. 96-1.33! and ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nano
structures’’ ~Project No. 1-066/3! and by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Resea
~Project No. 97-02-17351!. We thank I. Ziber and G. M. Za�tsev for assisting in this
work.
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Trapping of Langmuir waves inside an extended
inhomogeneity of magnetized plasma

V. V. Vas’kov*
Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, the Ionosphere, and Propagation of Radio Waves,
Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow Region, Russia

A. V. Kostrov,† G. A. Luchinin, and A. A. Sha kin‡

Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 603600 N. Novgorod, Ru

~Submitted 15 December 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 280–283~25 February 1999!

The trapping of Langmuir waves in a cylindrical plasma resonator with
a negative density perturbation is observed experimentally. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00504-6#

PACS numbers: 94.20.Bb, 41.20.Jb, 94.20.Ww

1. It is well known that a small-scale structure consisting of thermal inhomogene
in the form of cylindrical regions with a depressed electron density (dN,0) which and
extended along the magnetic fieldH develops in ionospheric plasma in the field of
high-power radio wave. Such inhomogeneities form as a result of nonuniform heati
the plasma by the field due to potential oscillations excited by the high-power radio
near the upper-hybrid resonanceN0'NR5m(v22vHe

2 )/4pe2 as a result of polarization
of the perturbationsdN. HereN0 is the electron density in the undisturbed plasma,NR is
the resonance value of the electron density,v is the frequency of the radio wave, an
vHe5eH/mc is the electron gyrofrequency. The mechanism leading to the intens
tion of the local heating of inhomogeneities as a result of the excitation and trappi
short-wavelength plasma oscillations — upper-hybrid plasma waves which easily gi
their energy to the electrons — in their interior volume was investigated theoretica
Refs. 1–3. This process appears under conditions such that the electron densityN5N0

1dN(r ) inside an inhomogeneity at some pointr 5r R crosses the upper-hybrid reso
nance levelN5NR ~herer is the radial coordinate measured from the axis of the pro
inhomogeneity!. When a plasma wave with frequencyv.2vHe is propagating nearly
orthogonally to the magnetic fieldH, then short-wavelength plasma waves propag
inside the inhomogeneity (r ,r R , where the densityN,NR), with a transverse
wave number kp' that depends on the electron temperatureTe as
kp'5Am(v224vHe

2 )(NR2N)/3TeN. In the region outside the inhomogeneity (r .r R ,
whereN.NR), plasma waves with high longitudinal wave numbersk i 5k–H/H.v/c
can propagate in addition to the longer-wavelength waves of the coldZ mode, which is
directly excited by a high-power radio wave. Near the upper hybrid resonanceN5NR the
cold and plasma oscillations with smallk i interact with and transform into one anothe
The mechanism leading to trapping of plasma waves inside an inhomogeneitydN de-
pends on the value of the unperturbed electron densityN0 in the background plasma. Fo
3060021-3640/99/69(4)/4/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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N0.NPR[mv2/4pe2 modes with quite large wave numbersk i >v/c become trapped
inside the plasma waveguide. These waves are reflected near the plasma resonan
N5NPR . Wave trapping in a plasma with densityN0,NPR is due to the breakdown
of the geometrical-optics approximatio n for cold oscillations. It occurs for inhomog
ities with a sufficiently small radiusr 0,kZ'

21 , where kZ'5(vHe /c)(11k i
2 c2/

v2)1/2ANR /(N02NR)>v/c is the transverse wave number of the coldZ mode in the
undisturbed plasma. In this case it can be assumed that a plasma wave is reflecte
the upper-hybrid resonance levelN5NR ~this is the situation realized in ionospher
experiments!. We note also that forv,2vHe a prolate inhomogeneitydN with a de-
pressed density does not confine plasma waves, i.e., trapping does not occu~for
v,2vHe the plasma waves, like the as cold oscillations, propagate only in the re
N.NR).

In the present work the trapping of plasma waves in an initially prescribed cylin
cal plasma inhomogeneity with a small radiusr 0,c/v is investigated under laborator
conditions.

2. The experiments were performed on the Ionosfera device, made from a va
chamber 150 cm long and 80 cm in diameter. The plasma was produced in a un
magnetic fieldH, directed along the axis of the device, by a pulsed plasma source
working gas was helium at pressureP'1022 torr. The measurements were performed
a decaying plasma with a characteristic decay timetN'231023 s. The electron and ion
temperatures in the decay stage had equalized,Te'Ti'0.5 eV. The characteristic diam
eter of the plasma column with a nearly parabolic transverse distribution was 40 c

The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A depressed-density plasma
nel was produced using a dielectric target~10 mm long and 10 mm in diameter, with
dielectric constante51), placed at the center of the plasma column. As a result of
diffusion of the plasma onto the target and subsequent recombination, at the surf
the dielectric the density along the magnetic field was depleted and a highly elon
cylindrical inhomogeneity with reduced density was formed~see Fig. 2a!. The relative

FIG. 1. Layout of the experiment.
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variationN(r )/N0 of the electron density in the channel produced remained constan
wide range of variation ofN0(t).

An electric stub antenna of lengthL'3 mm was placed on the channel axis 1 c
from the target. The antenna was oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field.
signal with frequencyf 5v/2p52.4 GHz was fed continuously to the antenna. T
transverse structure of the radial componentE(r ) of the electric field in the plasma
inhomogeneity was measured at various distancesz from the emitting antenna usin
miniature mobile antennas~length l;1 mm). The experimental curves presented bel
correspond to a magnetic fieldH5420 Oe (rHi'0.34 cm), for which the pump fre
quency was just slightly greater than twice the electron gyrofrequencyf He5vHe/2p
51.17 GHz. The relative density distributio nN(r )/N0 in the wave channel is shown i
Fig. 2a. The maximum channel depth at the center of the inhomogeneity wasudN(r
50)u/N050.4, and the channel radiusr 0'1 cm was twice the target radius.

The experiments performed make it possible to conclude that the formatio

FIG. 2. a! Variation of the relative electron density inside the channel; b–e! results of measurements of th
radial component of the electric fieldE of trapped waves for various values of the unperturbed densityN0 .
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trapped modes of plasma oscillations occurred when the electron density inside the
nel crossed a resonance level~upper hybrid or plasma!, which determined the position o
the reflection pointN5Nref of the plasma wave. The evolution of the structure of
electric field of the trapped waves, with the electron densityN0(t) decreasing in time, a
a distancez52 cm from the emitting antenna is displayed in Figs. 2b–2e. Figure
shows the structure of the electric field at the moment when the density on the ch
axis isNref . Figure 2c shows the distribution of the radial component of the electric
at the moment when the pointNref is 6 mm from the axis of the wave channel. One c
see that the structure of the electric field during this period has the form of a sta
wave with an almost constant amplitude. The displacement of the reflection point o
wave along the slope of the inhomogeneity in time was accompanied by intensificat
the field at the boundary of the trapping region and weakening of the field at the cen
the inhomogeneity~Fig. 2d!. Pronounced oscillations ofE(r ), which are characteristic
for a standing wave, were not observed in this case. It can be supposed that the su
sion of spatial oscillations and the substantial decrease in the amplitudeE near the center
of the inhomogeneity are due to the fact that the wavelength of the plasma oscilla
decreases with distance from the reflection point, and, correspondingly, the plasm
cillations are detected less efficiently by a measuring antenna with a finite lenl
;1 mm. We call attention also to the sharp decrease in the amplitude of the p
waves outside the transparency region, in the vicinity of which their electric fiel
intensified. As the densityN0(t) decreased further, the amplitude of the trapped wa
decreased~Fig. 2e! and subsequently approached its background value outside the
nel.

We underscore that the above-described behavior of trapped waves was ob
only for v.2vHe . As the magnetic field was increased to values such thatvHe.v/2,
the amplitude of the electric field inside the channel decreased substantially, in com
agreement with the theoretical assumption that trapping of plasma waves shou
occur under these conditions.

3. In summary, our experiments have revealed trapping and amplificati on of pl
oscillations confined inside an elongated inhomogeneity with a depressed electron d
(dN,0), oriented along the magnetic fieldH. The accumulation of energy of plasm
oscillations in the resonator causes additional local heating of the inhomogeneitie
served in ‘‘active’’ experiments on the effect of high-power radio radiation on the io
spheric plasma.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
97-02-17809!.
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Expansion of matter heated by an ultrashort laser pulse
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~Submitted 28 January 1999!
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Recent experiments have utilizied high-power subpicosecond laser
pulses to effect the ultrafast heating of a condensed material to tem-
peratures far above the critical temperature. Using optical diagnostics it
was established that a complicated density profile with sharp gradients,
differing substantially from an ordinary rarefaction wave, forms in the
expanding heated matter. The present letter is devoted to the analysis of
the expansion of matter under the conditions of the experiments re-
ported by D. von der Linde, K. Sokolowski-Tinten, and J. Bialkowski,
Appl. Surf. Science 109/110, 1 ~1996!; K. Sokolowski-Tinten,
J. Bialkowski, A. Cavalleriet al., Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt. Instum. Eng.
3343, 46 ~1998!; and, K. Sokolowski-Tinten, J. Bialkowski,
A. Cavalleriet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.81, 224 ~1998!. It is shown that if
the unloading adiabat passes through the two-phase region, a thin liquid
shell filled with low-density two-phase matter forms in the expanding
material. The shell moves with a constant velocity. The velocity in the
two-phase material is a linear function of the coordinate~flow with
uniform deformation!, and the density is independent of the coordinate
and decreases with time ast21. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00604-0#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 65.70.1y

The vaporization of solids by nanosecond and longer pulses of moderate inten
described well by a surface-vaporization model based on the assumption that th
3100021-3640/99/69(4)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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densed and gas phases are separated by a sharp boundary — the vaporization fro
which certain boundary conditions hold1–3 which relate the solution of the hea
conduction problem for the condensed phase with the solution of the gas-dynamics
lem for the vapor. This model is applicable if the vapor density is much lower than
condensed-phase density, i.e., if the temperature on the vaporization front is much
than the critical temperature of the material. The motion of the vapor is described in
case by a centered rarefaction wave with a smooth density profile.

Recent experiments4–6 have made it possible to conclude that the character of
motion of the vaporized material is qualitatively different for ultrashort~subpicosecond!
laser pulses. The density profile becomes nonmonotonic, and sections with large d
gradients form in it. In the present letter the dynamics of the expansion of the m
heated by an ultrashort pulse is studied, and an attempt is made to explain certain
observed in Refs. 4–6.

In metals and semiconductors, which were used as targets in Refs. 4–6, laser
tion is absorbed mainly by the conduction electrons. The absorbed energy propagat
the interior of the sample by electronic heat conduction and is slowly~because of the
large difference between the electron and ion masses! transferred to the crystal lattice. A
this stage the hydrodynamic motion can be neglected. The motion of the matter c
into play at times of the order of the characteristic electron–ion energy transfer
when the rarefaction wave overtakes the electronic heat wave~see, for example, Ref. 7!.
In normal-density metals this time is ordinarily 1–10 ps. On this basis, it is obvious
by the onset of hydrodynamic motion a surface layer of thicknessl;max(d,Axtei) in the
target is heated to temperatureT0;Q/ lcV , whered is the skin depth,x is the electronic
thermal conductivity,tei is the electron–lattice relaxation time,Q is the absorbed energ
~per unit surface area!, andcV is the specific heat per unit volume. Under the experim
tal conditions of Refs. 4–6, the heated layer was;100 nm thick, and the temperatur
was of the order of several thousands of degrees. Therefore for ultrashort pulse
necessary to solve the problem of the adiabatic expansion of a preheated layer ins
the standard problem of the propagation of a vaporization front. As will become ev
below, the solution of this problem depends strongly on the equation of state o
material and the initial entropy of the layer. If the entropy is such that the unloa
adiabat lies in the two-phase region in the phase diagram, the flow becomes qualita
different from the standard rarefaction wave in an ideal gas. Specifically, a layer of l
with very sharp boundaries, whose thicknesses are much smaller than the optical
length, forms in the expanding matter. Such a flow structure agrees qualitatively wit
experiments of Refs. 4–6.

Let us examine in greater detail a very simple model of the flow. Let a laye
thicknessl, uniformly heated to temperatureT0 , be deposited on a rigid undeformab
substrate. The initial matter densityr0 equals the initial solid-state density, and the init
pressure is determined by the equation of state. We shall assume that local ther
namic equilibrium in the matter is not destroyed during the expansion process~some
remarks about the possible influence of nonequilibrium conditions will made below!. For
estimates and numerical calculations we shall employ wide-range tables of the th
dynamic functions, constructed by the method developed in Ref. 8. The change
state of the matter during the expansion process follows an adiabat passing throu
initial point (p0 ,r0). We shall be interested in the case where the expansion ad
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intersects the binodal at a certain point (p1 ,r1) in the (p,r) plane and enters a two-phas
region. The most important feature of this case is the sharp decrease in the sound v
at the point of intersection of the adiabat and the binodal. Calculating the deriv
g(r)5(d ln p/d ln r)S using the tables of thermodynamic functions, it is easy to see
near the binodal one hasg(r)@1 in the one-phase region andg(r)!1 in the two-phase
region. The abrupt decrease in the sound velocity radically changes the structure
rarefaction wave.

A qualitative picture of the flow is shown in Fig. 1. Initially, the heated lay
occupied the segment 0,x, l . The rigid substrate occupies the regionx,0. A self-
similar rarefaction wave~RW! is present on the right-hand edge. The acoustic family
characteristics moving from right to left through the material form in the (x,t) plane a fan
of straight linesj5(x2 l )/c0t, where c0 is the initial sound velocity.9 Matching the
self-similar solutions on both sides of the point (p1 ,r1), at which the functiong(r) has

FIG. 1. Stages in the evolution of the profile ofr ~left-hand column! and of the rarefaction velocitiesux8 or um8
~right-hand column! in the process of expansion of a heated layer. a! A rarefaction wave with a uniform layer
2–3 that expands in proportaion tot is traveling toward the boundary with the substrate (x50). b! The acoustic
characteristicxr(t) reflected from the boundaryx50 bounds the region of interference of the incident a
reflected waves. The rarefaction in the region of two waves 0,x,xr is greater than in the region of one wav
c! The characteristicxr(t) overtakes the layer3–2. d! ‘‘Freezing’’ of the expansion~coasting!.
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a discontinuity, it is easy to verify that this point is mapped onto the finite segment2–3
in the (j,r) plane. The density on this segment isr(j)[r15const. All other points of
the adiabatp(r) are in a one-to-one correspondence with the points of the functionr(j).
The single-valuedness of the mapping at the point of intersection of the isentrop
binodal breaks down because of the uniformity of the initial data and the degenera
the RW~all linesj5const are characteristics!. For initial data of a general form the stric
uniformity of the flow in the region2–3 will break down.

At time t r5 l /c0 the rarefaction wave reflects from the rigid substrate. Fort.t r a
reflected wave, whose front is located at the pointxr(t) ~see Fig. 1b!, is superposed on
the leftward traveling RW. The arrows in Figs. 1a and 1b indicate the direction of mo
of the fronts. Fort r,t,t i the fronts3 and4 move toward each other. The front2 moves
with a very low velocity relative to the material. Att5t i the reflected characteristic4
overtakes the point3 ~see Fig. 1c! and ‘‘sticks’’ to it, since the sound velocity, with
which it moves relative to the material, decreases abruptly to a very low value
t.t f(t f't i) the sound velocity becomes low in the entire material. A ‘‘freezing’’ of t
acoustic disturbances occurs, and a hypersonic expansion regime is establishe
distribution u(m,t) of the velocity over the Lagrangian particles becomes tim
independent. The region0–3 expands with time (um8 .0), and the density in it decrease
In the layer2–3 ~the ‘‘shell’’ ! the density remains constant and equal tor1 , since in this
layer um8 [0. Therefore the nonmonotonicity of the density profile first appears att5t i

and then increases with time~see Fig. 1d!.

The numerical solution of the gas-dynamics equations confirms the flow sch
described above. The computational results for aluminum are displayed in Figs. 2
semiempirical equation of state was used.8 The initial thicknessl of the heated layer was
100 nm, and the initial temperature was 4000 K. Figure 2 shows the evolution o
density profile fort.t f after the main elements of the structure are formed~expansion
occurs in the negative direction along thex axis!. A liquid shell approximately 70 nm
thick moves in front. The densityr1 and the velocity of the shell remain constant for
long time~much longer than the formation time of the shell!. The matter inside the she
is in a two-phase state, and its densityr2 is virtually independent of the coordinate an

FIG. 2. Evolution of the density distributions.
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decreases in time as 1/t ~Fig. 3!. Figure 4 shows the velocity profiles at various time
One can see that the shell moves without appreciable deformation with a veloc
approximately 1.5 km/s, and the matter inside it undergoes uniform expansion~the ve-
locity depends linearly on the coordinate!.

The calculation described above was performed under the assumption that
thermodynamic equilibrium holds in the expanding matter. The equation of state
ployed was constructed following Maxwell’s rule.10 In this connection, there arises th
question of the possible effect of the metastable states and their decay kinetics
above-described picture of the expansion. In our case, as one can readily apprecia
fluctuation-nucleation kinetics of the transition from the one-phase to the two-phase
while determining the microstructure of the medium, will not greatly influence the d
sity and velocity profiles. The reason is that the differences between the equilibrium
nonequilibrium descriptions become substantial at pressures of the order ofp1 , while the
velocity field is formed at pressures of the order ofp0 , several orders of magnitud
greater thanp1 . This qualitative reason is confirmed by a direct numerical calcula
similar to that described above but using an equation of state that takes the meta
states into account. The average density and mass-velocity profiles obtained in th

FIG. 3. Decrease of the density of the two-phase matter in time.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the velocity distributions.
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culation are virtually identical to the results of equilibrium calculations. It is interestin
note that a flow structure similar to that described above is also obtained by mole
dynamics simulation of the vacuum expansion of a superheated Lennard-Jones
Thus, the formation of a structure consisting of a liquid shell filled with a low-den
two-phase material is a characteristic feature of the expansion of a uniform lay
instantaneously heated liquid.

The Newton’s rings observed in the experiments of Refs. 4–6 are caused b
interference of waves reflected from the outer boundary of the shell and from th
vaporized part of the target. Hence it follows that the shell weakly absorbs the p
radiation. The calculations show that in the case of aluminum the shell densityr1 is
1.5–2 times less, depending on the initial temperatureT0 , than the initial density~higher
values ofT0 correspond to lower values ofr1). If it is assumed that the free-electro
density in the shell material remains proportional to the density, the plasma frequ
under typical conditions is much higher than the frequency of the probe radiatiol
5620 nm, v5331015 s21). In the example presented in Fig. 2, the shell density
2 g/cm3 and the shell thickness is 70 nm. Assuming that in the shell material, just
solid aluminum, there are three free electrons per atom, we find that the fraction o
transmitted radiation is only about 1% of the incident flux. It is well known, howe
that the number of free electrons per atom in liquid aluminum is less than in
aluminum and equals 2.45 at the melting point. The expansion of liquid aluminum sh
further decrease the number of free electrons and increase the number of bound ele
It is natural to suppose that these bound states have a large radius and high polariz
Let us estimate the permittivity of such a liquid. The elementary Drude theory give

«5«82 i«9, «8511
Vp

2

v0
22v2

2
vp

2

v2
, «95

Vp
2v2

~v0
22v2!2vt0

1
vp

2

v3t
. ~1!

The last terms in«8 and«9 describe the contribution of free electrons; all the other ter
correspond to a bound state with binding energy\v0 . The plasma frequencies of th
bound and conduction electrons are, respectively,

Vp5A4pn0e2

m0
, vp5A4pne2

m
,

where n0 ,m0 ,n, and m are the corresponding densities and masses. In Eqs.~1! it is
assumed thatvt0@1 andvt@1, so that«8@«9 (t0 andt are the relaxation times of th
bound and free electrons!. Assuming that the frequenciesVp and vp are of the same
order of magnitude, it can be shown that for\v0.A2\v52.8 eV the refractive index
N'A«8 becomes real. Of course, this interpretation is only a rough scheme, which
be refined by further experiments.

We thank the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grants Nos. 98-02-17441
and 97-02-16044! and the Program for Support of the Leading Scientific Schools~No.
96-15-96448!.
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Effect of electron–phonon interaction on the
thermoelectric properties of superlattices

Yu. V. Ivanov and M. V. Vedernikov
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

Yu. I. Ravich
St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 10 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 290–295~25 February 1999!

The electron relaxation time on acoustical phonons, the electrical con-
ductivity, and the phonon-drag thermopower of a semiconductor super-
lattice with quasi-two-dimensional quantum wells are calculated. The
inelasticity of the scattering of charge carriers is taken into account. It
is shown that the phonon-drag thermopower of a superlattice can be an
order of magnitude greater than the corresponding thermopower of a
bulk semiconductor. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00704-5#

PACS numbers: 73.50.Lw, 63.20.Kr

It is shown theoretically in Refs. 1–3 that the thermoelectric figure of merit1! of a
superlattice with sufficiently narrow quantum wells~QWs! can be an order of magnitud
greater than the figure of merit of a bulk semiconductor of the same composition a
QW material. This result is a consequence of the nonzero density of states at the b
of the lower subband of the size-quantized electron spectrum. For a fixed che
potential the charge-carrier density in the QW and, together with it, the electrical
ductivity of the QW are greater than the corresponding parameters of a three-dimen
semiconductor. The possibility of such a large increase in the thermoelectric figu
merit has attracted much attention from investigators and has sharply increased th
cality of research on the thermoelectric properties of low-dimensional structures.

In subsequent works4–6 a variety of other features of superlattices were stud
Specifically, the effect of decreasing the electron relaxation time in nanostructures
QWs on the thermoelectric properties was investigated.6 Hicks and Dresselhau
assumed1–3 that the charge-carrier mobility does not depend on the quantum well w
L. However, it has long been known7 that in the approximation of elastic scattering
electrons by acoustical phonons the relaxation time and the mobility of the carrier
proportional toL. The density of states is inversely proportional toL. Therefore the
electrical conductivity of a superlattice with a fixed chemical potential should not de
on the QW width. In other words a decrease in the mobility compensates the predic1–3

increase of the thermoelectric figure of merit. Nonetheless, under some conditions c
features of the electron–phonon interaction in superlattices can still substantially im
3170021-3640/99/69(4)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the thermoelectric properties of low-dimensional structures. Two such possibilitie
examined in this letter.

1. The approximation of elastic scattering of carriers by acoustical phonons, w
was employed in the works indicated above, is not always applicable to superlattic
a three-dimensional semiconductor an electron with wave vectork can interact only with
a phonon whose wave vectorq has a lengthq<2k. In a two-dimensional QW the
componentkz ~the z axis is perpendicular to the plane of the QW! is indeterminate in
accordance with the uncertainty relationDkz;1/L. Therefore in a QW elastic excitation
with qz;1/L become involved in relaxation processes~we assume that the acoustic
phonons remain three-dimensional in the superlattice!. As L decreases, the phase volum
of ‘‘electronic’’ phonons, i.e., phonons interacting with charge carriers, increases.
increases the electron–phonon collision frequency. Moreover, inelastic scattering o
riers can occur through an increase in the energy of the electronic phonons.

We considered the inelastic scattering of electrons by the deformation potent
three-dimensional acoustical phonons in a superlattice with quasi-two-dimensional
For simplicity, the potential barriers separating the QWs were assumed to be extr
narrow and high. Only the case of nondegenerate carriers with an isotropic par
spectrum«(k) was investigated. The transition probabilityW(k,k8) was assumed to be
an even function of the second argument to the same accuracy with which this is tr
quasielastic scattering in a three-dimensional semiconductor. This made it possi
introduce the electron–phonon relaxation time

tep
215

mD2~kBT!2

2p\4rsl
3 E

2y

`

xI2~ tx!N0~x!dx, ~1!

where N0(x)5(exp(x)21)21, I(u)58sin(pu/2)/pu(42u2), t5kBTL/p\sl , y5«(k)/
kBT,m is the carrier mass,D is the deformation potential constant,r is the density of the
material, andsl is the velocity of longitudinal sound.

Using Eq.~1!, it is easy to calculate the in-layer electrical conductivitys2D of a
superlattice. The ratio of this electrical conductivity to the electrical conductivitys3D of
a three-dimensional semiconductor with the same composition as that of the QW m
has the form

s2D

s3D
512p2

^t̃ep&e
2D

t
, ~2!

where

^F&e
2D5E

0

`

F~y!e2yydy, ~3!

and the dimensionless relaxation timet̃ep differs fromtep by the absence of the factor i
front of the integral in Eq.~1!. To calculates3D, and in the calculations presented belo
the average electron–phonon relaxation time^tep

3D&e
3D of a three-dimensional semicon

ductor was used. The average^ . . . &e
3D is obtained from Eq.~3! by multiplying the

integrand by 4y1/2/3p1/2, and the relaxation timetep
3D is well known.8
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The averagê t̃ep&e
2D is completely determined by the parametert. The dependence

of the ratio~2! on t is presented in Fig. 1. For large values of the productLT the electron
scattering is quasielastic, and the ratio of the electrical conductivities is practically u
as expected. The use of low-dimensiona l structures makes it possible to increa
conductivity only for t,1. For example, for a superlattice withL'2 nm and sl

'5 km/s, this inequality holds forT,50 K. This is the temperature range where t
qualitative results of the Hicks–Dresselhaus theory hold.1–3

2. Another important consequence of an increase in the electron–phonon inter
in superlattices with QWs is the intensificati on of phonon drag, which is manifeste
an increase in the phonon component of the thermopower. Such an increase in d
observed in three-dimensional semiconductors in a quantizing magnetic field.9–11

Two drag mechanisms should be distinguished. In pure materials the pho
phonon interaction predominates, and at low temperatures drag is a two
process.9,12,13 The thermal-phonon flux drags electronic phonons, which in turn d
electrons. Scattering by defects and impurities in ‘‘dirty’’ semiconductors as we
umklapp processes at sufficiently high temperatures suppress the interaction of th
and electronic elastic excitations, so that under these conditions only electronic ph
participate in drag.14

The processes described above occur in both uniform semiconductors and su
tices. However, in the latter case the electronic phonons have shorter wavelength
frequency of their collisions with thermal phonons is high. For this reason two-step
in superlattices remains dominant at higher defect and impurity densities and at h
temperatures.

In the general case the indicated processes cannot be separated and the des
of drag becomes much more complicated. We have examined only the limiting
indicated above. The calculation of two-step drag was performed in the hydrodyn
approximation.15 The spectrum of elastic oscillations was assumed to be isotropic
linear. The latter assumption is justified because in the hydrodynamic approximatio

FIG. 1. Reduced thermopower of two-step drag and normalized electrical conductivity of a superlattice
the reduced temperaturet.
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is considering temperatures that are low compared with the Debye temperature
contribution of two-step drag to the thermopower of the superlattice has the form

Sp
2D5

m

eT^tep&e
2D^np

Rs22&p

. ~4!

Herenp
R is the frequency of phonon collisions that the total quasimomentum of the el

subsystem~umklapp processes, scattering by impurities, and so on!, s is the velocity of
sound,e is the electron charge, and

^F&p5

(
j

sj
23 E

0

`

F j~x!N08~x!x4dx

(
j

sj
23 E

0

`

N08~x!x4dx

. ~5!

The indexj enumerates the branches of the phonon spectrum. A prime indicates
rivative with respect tox. The averagêtep&e

2D in Eq. ~4! is easy to calculate numericall
using Eqs.~1! and ~3!. It is more difficult to estimatê np

Rs22&p . Fortunately, in the
approximations adopted the second average can be expressed in terms of the
thermal conductivityk. Instead of Eq.~4! we obtain

Sp
2D5

45m\3

2p2e~( j sj
23!~kBT!4

k

^tep&e
2D

. ~6!

Let us compare the contributions of the two-step drag to the thermopower
superlattice and a bulk semiconductor. The expression describing the contribution
thermopower of a three-dimensional semiconductor12 differs from Eq. ~4! only by the
average electron–phonon relaxation time.2! Therefore

Sp
2D

Sp
3D

5
^tep

3D&e
3D

^tep&e
2D

5
2

3~2p!5/2

t1/2

l 1/2^t̃ep&e
2D

, ~7!

wherel 5mslL/p\ is the dimensionless QW width. The right-hand side of this relat
is determined by the two parameterst and l. Its dependence onl is monotonic and is
contained in the factorl 21/2. The combinationl 1/2Sp

2D/Sp
3D , which is a function oft only,

is plotted in Fig. 1. This function determines the temperature dependence of the rat~7!.
For a superlattice with a fixed QW width the maximum increase in the thermopo
obtains forkBT'0.75p\sl /L. Therefore the smaller the QW width, the higher the te
perature to which the maximum of the temperature dependence of the relation~7! shifts.

The curve presented in Fig. 1 can be used to estimate the effect under conside
If m'0.01m0 ,sl'5 km/s, andL'3 nm, then max(Sp

2D/Sp
3D)'30 at T'30 K. Even at

T5100 K the ratioSp
2D/Sp

3D'20. It should be noted, however, that in three-dimensio
semiconductors at temperatures;100 K two-step drag apparently is not the domina
process, and relation~4! can be used only to estimate an upper bound.

It is more difficult to calculate the second limiting process, whose three-dimens
analog is Herring drag.14 This type of drag occurs at high temperatures and/or de
densities. So as not to complicate the problem by taking into account the scatter
electrons by defects, we studied only one possible variant, specifically, the case o
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tively high temperatures and low impurity-atom densities. This restriction made it
sible, specifically, to use the approximation of elastic scattering of carriers by pho
But even after these simplifications were made, a quite simple result could be ob
only for narrow QWs withL!p\A2mkBT. This inequality guarantees that the pha
volume of the electronic phonons will be highly elongated in the direction of the s
metry axis of the superlattice. Phonon drag in a structure with wide QWs, in which
electronic phonons are localized near the center of the Brillouin zone, is virtually i
tical to drag in a three-dimensional semiconductor.

The phonon contribution to the thermopower of a superlattice in our limiting c
can be written in the form

Sp
2D5

msl
2

eT

^^t l&
2D&e

2D

^tep&e
2D

. ~8!

Here t l is the total relaxation time of longitudinal phonons; the average^ . . . &e
2D is

defined in Eq.~3!; and

^t l&
2D5

E
0

`

t l~q!j3I 2~pj!D~j! dj

E
0

`

j3I 2~pj!D~j! dj

, ~9!

where j5q/2k,p52kL/p,D(j)5@K(j)2E(j)#/j2 for j<1 and D(j)5@K(1/j)
2E(1/j)#/j for j.1, andK(j) andE(j) are complete elliptic integrals of the first an
second kinds, respectively.

Formula ~8! and the formula describing Herring drag in a three-dimensio
semiconductor8 differ only by the average relaxation times. The average relaxation
^t l&

3D of electronic phonons in a three-dimensional medium is obtained from Eq.~9! by
replacing in the integrands the productI 2(pj)D(j) by a unit ‘‘step’’ which vanishes for
j.1. Averages of the typê. . . &e

3D were discussed above.

Let us once again estimate the ratioSp
2D/Sp

3D . Let t l(q)}qn ~Ref. 17!. Simplifying
Eq. ~1! with allowance for the elasticity of the electron scattering and performing
integration where possible, we obtain

Sp
2D

Sp
3D

5
2~42n!

pG~~52n!/2!
E

0

`

dy e2yy(32n)/2E
0

`

dj j32nI 2~A8uy j!D~j!, ~10!

whereu5kBTL2m/p2\2 andG( . . . ) is thegamma function. The ratio~10! is a function
only of the single variableu and of the parametern (<3), which determines the relax
ation mechanism of the elastic subsystem. The family of curves describing this situ
is displayed in Fig. 2. One can see that in the present limit the ratioSp

2D/Sp
3D for the

Simons18 relaxation mechanism (n51) is quite large but less than for two-step drag.
we have said above, two-step drag in superlattices, in contrast to the analogous d
three-dimensional semiconductors, should be manifested even at quite high temper
For this reason, the data presented in Fig. 2 determine only a lower bound on the r
the phonon contributions to the thermopower.
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On this basis it follows that at low temperatures the thermopower, the elec
conductivity, and the thermoelectric figure of merit of a superlattice can be many t
greater than the corresponding coefficients of a three-dimensional semiconducto
ratio ~2! differs substantially from 1 only forT!100 K. However, phonon drag ca
improve the thermoelectric properties of a superlattice at liquid-nitrogen temperatur
addition, materials with a high lattice thermal conductivity could be promising in
case~see Eq.~6!!.

An increase in the drag thermopower much greater than that considered
should be observed in nanostructures with one-dimensional QWs because of the
sion of the phase volume of electronic phonons.

This work was supported by the program ‘‘Integratsiya,’’ Project No. 75.

1!The thermoelectric figure of merit isZ5S2s/k, whereS, s, andk are, respectively, the thermopower, th
electrical conductivity, and the thermal conductivity of the material. This parameter determines the th
electric energy conversion efficiency.

2!Certain phonon–phonon processes, which are normal in a three-dimensional semiconductor, become
processes in a superlattice~because of the small size of its Brillouin zone! into umklapp processes and ca
increasenp

R ~Ref. 16!. However, the additional umklapp processes lead to the relaxation only of the comp
of the total quasimomentum of the phonon subsystem that is transverse to the layers.
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Atomic-vacancy ordering and magnetic susceptibility
of nonstoichiometric hafnium carbide

A. I. Gusev* and A. N. Zyryanova
Institute of Solid-State Chemistry, Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences
620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia

~Submitted 11 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 296–301~25 February 1999!

Experimental data on the magnetic susceptibility of nonstoichiometric
hafnium carbide HfCy(0.6,y,1.0) are presented. Anomalies are
found in the temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibility of
the carbides HfC0.71, HfC0.78, and HfC0.83 in the temperature range
870–930 K. These anomalies are due to the formation of a superstruc-
tural short-range order in their nonmetallic sublattice. It is shown that
the short-range order in the carbides HfC0.71 and HfC0.78 corresponds to
the ordered phase Hf3C2 , while in the carbide HfC0.83 it corresponds to
the ordered phase Hf6C5 . It is found that the magnetic susceptibility of
the carbide HfC0.78 in the temperature interval 910–980 K is zero.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00804-X#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Cr

Hafnium carbide HfCy ~HfCyh12y) possessesB1-type structure and a wide homo
geneity range 0.6<y<1.0,1 within which its nonmetallic sublattice can contain up to
at. % structural vacanciesh. Hafnium carbide is a highly nonstoichiometric compoun
one of a group of compounds whose characteristic feature is the formation of a
number of diverse ordered phases.1,2 The atomic-vacancy ordering of nonstoichiomet
carbides MCy(MCyh12y) appreciably influences their specific heat, superconductiv
and magnetic and electric-transport properties. Thus far effects due to ordering hav
found in the structure and properties of all cubic nonstoichiometric carbides~TiCy ,
ZrCy , VCy , NbCy , TaCy) except hafnium carbide HfCy . Even in a recent review,2

devoted exclusively to the effects of ordering in nonstoichiometric intercalation c
pounds, hafnium carbide is mentioned only in connection with theoretical calculatio
order–disorder transitions.

Indeed, the carbide HfCy has never been systematically investigated. What infor
tion does exist about the composition and temperature dependences of its prope
incomplete and 30 to 40 years old. There are no published experimental data on or
in HfCy .

The lack of experimental proofs of ordering of HfCy is due to the virtual impossi-
bility of studying directly the structure of its ordered phases by diffraction methods: I
x-ray experiment the relative intensity of possible superstructural reflections is very
because of the large difference in the scattering amplitudes of the Hf and C atoms,
3240021-3640/99/69(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the case of neutron diffraction the neutron absorption by the massive hafnium nuc
very large, as a result of which the total intensity of the diffraction spectrum is low
the superstructural reflections are impossible to observe. Nuclear magnetic resona
inapplicable for investigating the distribution of atoms in the HfCy lattice, since the
nuclei of the most common isotopes180Hf, 176Hf, 174Hf, and 12C possess zero spin.

At the same time, theoretical calculations3 show that the disordered state of th
carbide HfCy is a thermodynamically equilibrium state only at temperatures above 80
while at lower temperatures the ordered phases Hf3C2 and Hf6C5 should exist.

Since it is impossible to investigate directly the ordering in nonstoichiometric
bide HfCy by structural methods, in the present work the order–disorder transitions
studied by an indirect method using the magnetic susceptibility.

Samples of the disordered carbide HfCy with different carbon contents (y50.62,
0.71, 0.78, 0.80, 0.83, 0.87, 0.90, 0.96! were used for the investigations. The samp
were obtained by solid-phase vacuum synthesis at 2200 K followed by quenching
2200 to 300 K at a rate of 2000 K/min. All samples were homogeneous and contai
single phase withB1 structure. The susceptibility was measured with a highly sens
magnetic balance, used for studying weak para- and diamagnets in fields with int
7.2, 8.05, and 8.8 kOe in the temperature interval 300–1250 K in a vacuum no w
than 0.001 Pa. The sensitivity of the magnetic balance is not less
2310210 emu/g. The susceptibility of the experimental hafnium carbide samples did
depend on the magnetic field intensity. This indicates that there are no ferroma
impurities in them. The relative measurement error did not exceed 3%. The mea
ments were performed with a 1.5–2.0 h hold at each temperature to establish a co
value ofx, which remained constant in time.

The investigation of the temperature dependencesx(T) showed that as the tempera
ture increases, the susceptibility of the carbides HfC0.62, HfC0.80, HfC0.87, HfC0.90, and
HfC0.96 increases nonlinearly without any effects attesting to phase transformation
anomalous decrease ofx at 835–860 K, after whichx once again increases with tem
perature, is observed in the temperature dependencesx(T) of the carbides HfC0.71,
HfC0.78, and HfC0.83 ~Fig. 1!. According to the calculation performed in Ref. 3, th
ordered phases Hf3C2 and Hf6C5 , for which the transition temperaturesTtrans are 600–
800 K, depending on the composition of the disordered carbide, can form in haf
carbide. It can be inferred that the observed anomalous decrease, followed by an in
of the susceptibility of hafnium carbide are due to the ordering and subsequent dis
ing occurring during the measurements.

The typical change in the susceptibility with increasing and decreasing temper
for samples of the carbide HfCy exhibiting an anomalous behavior ofx is shown in detail
in Fig. 2. As temperature increases to 820–835 K the susceptibility of the disord
carbide HfC0.71 increases monotonically and then decreases abruptly at 835,T,860 K
as a result of a nonequilibrium order–disorder transition, increases rapidly at 900–9
which corresponds to a transition from an equilibrium ordered state to an equilib
disordered state, and once again increases slowly atT.950– 970 K~Fig. 2, curve1!. The
susceptibility decreases monotonically as the temperature decreases from 1250 K
K. In the region 900–870 K the susceptibilityx decreases abruptly as a result of
transition from an equilibrium disordered state to an equilibrium ordered state; a
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sample is further cooled,x decreases. The direct and reverse temperature depend
x(T) are virtually identical at temperaturesT.900 K, and atT,870– 900 K the reverse
dependencex(T) ~Fig. 2, curve2! lies below the curvex(T) obtained on heating~Fig. 2,
curve 1!. Thus, the susceptibilityx of ordered hafnium carbide is less than that of t
disordered carbide at the same temperature. During subsequent heat cycling the
tibility follows the curve2 ~Fig. 1!. The abrupt change inx at 870–900 K corresponds t
equilibrium order–disorder~on heating! or disorder–order~on cooling! phase transitions
The existence of a small hysteresis in the region of the transformation shows th
ordering in HfCy is a first-order phase transition. The temperature dependencesx(T) of
the carbides HfC0.78 and HfC0.83 are similar tox(T) of the carbide HfC0.71. The inter-
esting experimental result that the susceptibility of the carbide HfC0.78 is zero should be
noted. The susceptibility remains zero in the interval from 910 to 980 K~Fig. 1!.

Why does the magnetic susceptibility of the carbides HfC0.71, HfC0.78, and HfC0.83

decrease on ordering? The measured susceptibility of nonstoichiometric carbides is
of the para- and diamagnetism of the atomic cores, the Pauli paramagnetismxp

2 and
Landau diamagnetismxd

252(m0 /m* )2xp
2(0)/3 of theconduction electrons (m0 is the

free-electron mass;m* is the effective mass!, and the orbital Van Vleck paramagnetis
xorb. Of all the terms, only the Pauli paramagnetism is temperature-dependent,xp

2(T)
5xp

2(0)1bT2, wherexp
2(0);N(EF) andb;]2N(EF)/]E2 ~Ref. 4!, which gives rise

to the experimentally observed temperature dependence of the susceptibilityx(y,T)
5a(y)1b(y)T2 in the interval from 300 K to the onset of the order–disorder transit

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibilityx of nonstoichiometric hafnium carbide HfCy

in the disordered (s) and ordered (d) states.
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The susceptibility x can decrease on ordering ifmord* ,mdisord* or N(EF)ord

,N(EF)disord. However, analysis of the effects due to ordering on the susceptibilit
the carbides NbCy and TaCy ~Ref. 2! showed that the change in the effective mass a
the decrease in the electronic density of states at the Fermi level on ordering are too
to explain the observed decrease inx. Therefore the most likely reason for the decrea
in the susceptibility could be a change in the contribution of orbital paramagnetism
result of the formation of superstructural short-range order,2,5 which always arises on
ordering.

The magnetic susceptibility of nonstoichiometric carbides with aB1 type basal
structure is determined mainly by the electronic subsystem of the metal atoms
symmetry of the nearest environment of the metal atoms in the ordered carbide is
than in the disordered carbide, so that the contribution of the Van Vleck orbital para
netism to the susceptibility of the ordered carbide is smaller in magnitude than
analogous contribution tox of the disordered carbide. The influence of the symmetry
the nearest environment on the value ofx is confirmed by a calculation of the short-rang
order parameters from the experimental data on the magnetic susceptibility by the m
described in Ref. 2.

The crystal lattice of the nonstoichiometric carbide can be represented as a c
tion of clusters in the form of Dirichlet–Vorono� polyhedra~distorted rhombododecahe
dra in the case of theB1 type structure!, which include a metal atom at the center, and
filled or vacant sites in the nonmetallic sublattice. Such clusters fill the entire volum
the crystal and they take account of all sites in the crystal lattice. The probabilityPi(y)
of a cluster in the disordered carbide depends only on the compositiony of the carbide,
and it is determined by the binomial distribution. If the susceptibilityx(y,T)5a(y)
1b(y)T2 of the disordered carbide is expressed in terms of the susceptibilityx i5ai

1biT
2 of the individual clusters asx(y,T)5(x i(T)l i Pi(y), then knowing the prob-

ability Pi(y) and the experimental coefficientsa(y) and b(y) for several disordered
carbides with different carbon content, the coefficientsai and bi can be calculated for

FIG. 2. Effect of ordering on the magnetic susceptibilityx of the carbide HfC0.71: (s) variation ofx of the
disordered carbide HfC0.71 on heating, a nonequilibrium irreversible order–disorder transition at 835–86
and an equilibrium order–disorder transition at 890–910 K; (d) variation of x of the carbide HfC0.71 on
cooling and an equilibrium disorder–order transition at temperature 900>Ttrans>890 K.
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each cluster (l i is the multiplicity of theith configuration of the cluster!. Next, using the
experimental coefficientsa(y) andb(y) for the ordered carbide, the values found forai

and bi and the normalization conditions(l i Pi(y)51 and (l il i Pi(y)5y (l i is the
fraction of the sites of a cluster with theith configuration that are occupied by carbo
atoms!, we can calculate the probabilityPi

ord(y) of clusters in the ordered carbide. W
find the short-range order parametersa1 and a2 for the first and second coordinatio
spheres of the carbon sublattice according to the formula

a j512~PC2h
ord(j )!/~PC2h

bin !, ~1!

where PC–h
bin 5lC–hy(12y) is the binomial probability of the formation of carbon

vacancy pairs C–h(lC–h52) that corresponds to the disordered state of the car
MCy and depends only on its composition. We determine the probability of the form
of C–h pairs in anyjth coordination sphere of the nonmetallic sublattice of the orde
compound as

PC2h
ord(j )5(

i
ni

( j )l i Pi
ord~y!, ~2!

whereni
( j ) is the relative fraction of the pairs C–h in the jth coordination sphere of a

cluster with theith configuration.

Comparing the computed values ofa1 anda2 with the theoretical short-range orde
parameters5 for all superstructures that can arise in carbides suggests the type and
metry of the ordered phases of hafnium carbide HfCy .

In the carbides HfC0.71 and HfC0.78 the parameters are20.21,a1,20.13 and
a2>0. This combination ofa1 anda2 is possible only for an ordered phase of the ty
M3C2 with orthorhombic~space groupImmm! or monoclinic ~space groupP2) struc-
tures. For the carbide MCy , whose composition differs from the stoichiometric comp
sition of the ordered phase (yÞyst), the limiting value of the superstructural short-ran
order parameter in thejth coordination sphere5 can be found from the formulas

a j~y,hmax!5a j~yst,hmax!$@yst~12y!#/@y~12yst!#% for 1>y>yst, ~3!

a j~y,hmax!5a j~yst,hmax!$@y~12yst!#/@yst~12y!#% for yst>y>0. ~4!

For the carbides HfC0.71 and HfC0.78 upon formation of an M3C2 superstructure
(yst52/3) the maximum possible value of the long-range order parameterhmax is 0.87
and 0.66, respectively, and the limiting values of the superstructural short-range
parameters area1520.204 anda250 for HfC0.71 and a1520.141 anda250 for
HfC0.78. Comparing with them the parametersa1 anda2 calculated from the data onx
shows that the degree of long-range order in the carbide HfC0.71 is close to maximum,
and somewhat less than maximum in HfC0.78.

In the carbide HfC0.83 the parameters area1520.079 anda2520.023. The rela-
tion 0.a2.a1 is possible only for superstructures of the type M6C5 (yst52/3). In the
carbide HfC0.83 with the maximum degree of order (hmax50.995) the parameters ar
a15a2520.195. The parametersa1 anda2 found from thex data are far from these
values, so that the degree of ordering of the carbide HfC0.83 is appreciably less than
maximum.
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The absence of any features in the temperature dependencex(T) of the carbide
HfC0.83 ~Fig. 1! probably signifies that with respect to its composition this carbide lie
the boundary of the regions of coexistence of the ordered phases Hf3C2 and Hg6C5 and
therefore does not undergo ordering. To produce the possible short- or long-range
HfC0.80 powder was additionally annealed at 750 K for 20 h and studied by transmis
electron microscopy using a JEM-200C microscope. The electron diffraction patter
individual grains of the carbide HfC0.80 showed only systems of point reflections fro
reciprocal-lattice planes of the cubic phase of HfCy , while in the presence of short-rang
order periodic diffuse effects, corresponding to a complicated figure in the form
sectioned octahedron, should appear.6 We note that the electron diffraction patterns
HfC0.80 did not show any indications of diffuse effects, either in the presence or abs
of inelastic scattering in the form of Kikuchi lines. Thus electron diffraction analy
confirmed the absence of short- and long-range orders in the vacancy distribution
carbide HfC0.80.

Analysis of the data onx and the estimates of the short-range order parameters s
that a phase of the type Hf3C2 forms in the region of compositions from HfCy (0.62
,y,0.71) to HfC0.78, while the existence region of the Hf6C5 phase is no wider than
0.80,y,0.87. The temperatures of the equilibrium order–disorder transi
HfCy– Hf3C2 for the carbides HfC0.71 and HfC0.78 are 870–890 and 970–1000 K~Figs. 1
and 2! — these are approximately 100–110 and 220–230 K higher than the comp3

temperatures of the order–disorder transition for HfC0.71 and HfC0.78.

On the whole, the investigation of the magnetic susceptibility revealed effects
are characteristic of disorder–order transitions and indicate ordering of the nonsto
metric carbide HfCy at temperatures below 1000 K. A calculation of the short-range o
parameters confirms indirectly the formation of Hf3C2 and Hf6C5 superstructures. Judg
ing from the data obtained, Hf3C2 is the main ordered phase of hafnium carbide.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Projects
Nos. 95-02-03549a and 98-03-328565a!.
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Magnetic-field-induced toroidal moment in the
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The appearance of a toroidal moment is observed in the magnetoelec-
tric Cr2O3 in a strong magnetic field above the spin-flop transition field.
This conclusion is based on the experimentally established fact that the
off-diagonal components of the magnetoelectric susceptibility tensor of
Cr2O3 contains an antisymmetric part that is dual to the toroidal mo-
ment. Therefore it has been shown that the magnetoelectric Cr2O3 in
the spin-flop phase can be classified as a toroic. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00904-4#

PACS numbers: 75.80.1q, 75.30.Cr

It is well known that certain magnetic-symmetry point groups admit the existenc
a toroidal momentT — a polar vector that changes sign under spatial inversion and
reversal.1–3

The existence of a toroidal moment is possible in many magnets possessing
netoelectric~ME! structure with nonzero off-diagonal moments of the ME tensor.4–6 In
Ref. 7 materials admitting the existence of a toroidal moment were given the n
‘‘toroics’’. Although the problem of toroidal ordering in magnetically-ordered cryst
with a definite symmetry has been discussed intensively in the scientific literature i
last ten years, experimental investigations for the purpose of observing a toroidal m
are only just beginning.7,8

In Ref. 8 it was proved on the basis of an experimentally established fact —
asymmetry of the off-diagonal components of the ME tensor — that a nonzero tor
moment exists in the magnetic piezoelectric GaFeO3. Using neutron diffraction data, th
contributions of the magnetic and toroidal moments to the antisymmetric part of the
tensor were distinguished and the toroidal moment was determined aT
5(24,0,0)mB Å per unit cell.

The symmetry of Cr2O3 also admits the existence of a toroidal moment, but i
difficult to observe because in Cr2O3 it can appear only in a strong magnetic field, abo
the spin-flop transition field. The problem is that in the absence of a field the spi
Cr2O3 are antiferromagnetically ordered along thec axis of the rhombohedral crystal. I
this case the tensor of the linear ME effect contains only diagonal components, an
3300021-3640/99/69(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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toroidal moment of the unit cell is zero. In a sufficiently strong magnetic fieldHic axis
the Cr31 spins ‘‘flop’’ into the basal plane~spin-flop transition!, and off-diagonal com-
ponents of the ME tensor appear. The magnitudes and signs of these compone
yield information about the existence of a toroidal moment.

The dependence of the electric polarization vector on the magnetic fieldH in the
general case can be represented by the formula

P5âH, ~1!

where according to Ref. 9 the ME susceptibility tensor includes symmetric and ant
metric parts

â5âS1âA. ~2!

The toroidal momentT is dual to the antisymmetric part of the matrixâ of the ME effect:

a i j 2a j i 5ae i jkTk , ~3!

wheree i jk is the Levi-Civita symbol anda is a constant.

Our study of the linear ME effect in Cr2O3 crystals in the spin-flop phase made
possible to reveal the asymmetry of the off-diagonal components of the ME tenso
thereby to prove the existence of a toroidal moment induced by an external mag
field.

Experimental results and discussion

The linear ME effect, induced by an external magnetic field up to 250 kOe,
investigated in Cr2O3 single crystals using the method described in Ref. 10. The m
surements were performed on perfect crystals with no blocks. The samples were33

FIG. 1. Magnetic field dependence of the anglew of the orientation of the antiferromagnetism vectorL for
u525° at a temperature of 150 K.
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33 mm cubes, whose edges coincided with thea, b, and c axes in an orthohexagona
coordinate system (a is one of the twofold axes in the basal plane perpendicular to
rhombohedral axis of the crystal!. The crystal was oriented by the x-ray method to with
1°. The accuracy of the orientation of the field with respect to the rhombohedralc axis
was 62°. The electric polarization componentsPa and Pc versus the pulsed magnet
field H, oriented at an angleu515°(u525°) with respect to thec axis in theac plane
of the crystal, was measured. In this case, as the field increases, the antiferromag
vector L moves away from thec axis, remaining in theac plane and asymptotically
approaching a direction perpendicular to the fieldH, as shown in Fig. 1. This orientatio
of the field was chosen because for a strict orientation of the field along thec axis, i.e.,
when a pure spin-flop transition occurs, it is impossible to determine simultaneous
componentsa13 anda31 and to detect their symmetry associated with the existence
toroidal moment.

The experimentally obtained dependences of the electric polarization alonga
andc axes on the magnitude of the external field are presented in Fig. 2. For a pres
orientation of the magnetic field the components of the electric polarization vecto
determined by the formulas

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the electric polarizationPI along thea(x) and c(z) axes foru525° at a
temperature of 150 K~solid lines — experiment, circlets — theory!.
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Pa5a11Ha1a13Hc , ~4!

Pc5a31Ha1a33Hc . ~5!

One can see in Fig. 2 that as the field increases to;65 kOe the componentPa of the
electric polarization increases slightly, and then in fields 65–85 kOe a sharp increa
the polarization is observed, followed by a transition to an essentially linear depen
Pa(H). Such a field dependence of the electric polarization is explained by the fac
in a weak field the first terma11Ha , which makes a small contribution to the polarizatio
because the projection of the field on thea axis is small, plays a determining role in th
relation ~4!. The sharp increase of the polarization in fields 65–85 kOe is due to
‘‘flopping’’ of the spins into the basal plane~more accurately, into a plane tilted 5° from
the basal plane!. The nearly linear dependencePc(H) in a weak field~the Cr31 spins are
almost parallel to thec axis! is due mainly to the first term in Eq.~5!, and the sharp
decrease of the polarization in fields 65–85 kOe is due to the vanishing of the comp
a33 of the ME tensor. AtH;65 kOe an off-diagonal componenta31 ~second term in Eq.
~5!! appear, but its contribution is small because of the smallness of the projection
magnetic field on thea axis. We note that for a given orientation of the magnetic field
rotation of the spins in a direction perpendicular to the field occurs with the field incr
ing not abruptly, as in the case of a strict spin-flop transition, but rather over the r
65–85 kOe.

Formula ~3!, which relates the toroidal moment to the antisymmetric part of
matrix â of the ME effect, was used to prove the existence of a toroidal momentT in
Cr2O3 . The formulas for the componentsa i j follow from the general formula for the
electric polarization vector

P5âH5x'@H2~H–L !L #Ul1Ly1l3Lz l1Lx l2Lx

l1Lx 2l1Ly1l3Lx l2Ly

l4Lx l4Ly l5Lz

U
1x i~H–L !U 2l1LxLz1~l31l4!LxLy

l1~Lx
22Ly

2!1~l31l4!LyLz

l2~Lx
21Ly

2!1l5Lz
2

U , ~6!

obtained in Ref. 11 from the thermodynamic potential12 given by

FME52l1@mx~LxEy1LyEx!1my~LxEx1LyEy!2l2~Lxmx1Lymy!Ez2l3~mxEx

1myEy!Lz2l4mz~LxEx1LyEy!2l5mzLzEz . ~7!

In these formulasE andH are the electric and magnetic field intensities;m andL are the
weak ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism vectors;x i andx' are the longitudinal and
transverse magnetic susceptibilities; and,lk are constant coefficients. Specifically, th
componentsa13 anda31 were calculated in this work. These components were use
estimate the componentT2 of the toroidal moment~the values 1, 2, and 3 of the indexi
correspond to the coordinate axesx, y, andz in the direction of the crystallographic axe
a, b, andc). In our case these components are determined by the formulas
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Pa5H@sinu@x'~l22l5!sinw cos2 w1x i sinw~l2 sin2 w1l5 cos2 w!

1cosu@x'~l52l2!cosw sin2 w1x i cosw~l2 sin2 w1l5 cos2 w!##, ~8!

Pc5H@sinu@x'~l3 cos3 w2l4 sin2 w cosw!1x i~l31l4!sin2 cosw#

1cosu@x'~2l3 sinw cos2 w1l4 sin3 w!1x i~l31l4!sinw cos2 w##,

wherew is the angle between the vectorL and thec axis, andu is the angle betweenH
and thec axis. The anglew as a function of the field intensityH is given by13

H5HPAsin 2w/sin 2~w2u!, ~9!

whereHP is the threshold field of the spin-flop transition with the field oriented stric
along thec axis (u50). A plot of the functionw(H) with u525° and at temperature
150 K is presented in Fig. 1. The valueHP572 kOe was taken from our experiments

The theoretical curves of the field dependencesPa(H) and Pc(H), obtained from
Eq. ~8! with the use of relation~9! and the valuex' /x i53.1 taken from Ref. 13, were
compared with the corresponding experimental curves, and the coefficientsl3 and l4

~from the Pa(H) curves! and l2 and l5 ~from the Pc(H) curves! were determined, to
within a constant factor, so as to obtain the best fit. The solid lines in Fig. 2 show

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the components of the ME susceptibility tensora13 ,a31 , andT2;a31

2a13 in arbitrary units at a temperature of 150 K.
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experimental curves and the circlets show the theoretical results with the values fou
lk . The good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results attests
adequacy of the theoretical model adopted.

The magnetic field dependences of the matrix elementsa31 anda13 and their dif-
ferencea312a13;T2 ~in arbitrary units! for the angleu525° are represented in Fig
3.1! It is evident from the figure that the nonzero antisymmetric part (a312a13) and
togetherwith it the componentT2 appear as soon as the spins depart from thec axis ~this
already follows from the fact thata13 anda31 have different signs! and remain right up
to the spin-flop phase. This gives a basis for classifying the magnetoelectric Cr2O3 in the
spin-flop phase as a toroic.

In summary, we have established on the basis of measurements in a strong ma
field up to 250 kOe of the electric polarization of a Cr2O3 crystal along thea andc axes
that the off-diagonal componentsa13 anda31 of the magnetoelectric susceptibility tens
have different signs. Asymmetry of the components of the ME susceptibility tens
Cr2O3 in the spin-flop phase attests to the presence of a nonzero toroidal momen
mitted by the symmetry of these crystals.

We thank Yu. V. Kopaev for a helpful discussion and H. Schmid for his ste
interest. This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
~Grants Nos. 98-02-16848 and 96-15-96429!.

*e-mail: Popov@plms.phys.msu.su
1!We note that when the sign of the tilt angle of the field changes,u→2u, so does the sign of the anglew, and

at the same time the signs of both componentsa13 and a31 also change, as one can see from Eq.~8!. The
relative difference of the signs of the componentsa13 anda31 , i.e., the asymmetry of the ME tensor is, o
course, maintained.
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Skin effect and response of semiconductor barrier
structures *

M. N. Fe ginov1) and V. A. Volkov2)

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
103907 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 19 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 307–312~25 February 1999!

The problem of the skin effect in a finite-width barrier structure of the
type conductor~metal or semiconductor! — barrier ~specifically, tun-
neling! — conductor is solved. It is shown that the excitation of special
‘‘barrier’’ plasma polaritons~BPPs!, which are localized in the barrier
and the near-barrier region and possess a 2D spectrum, is possible in
this regime. An analytical relation between the BPP spectrum and the
linear dynamical impedance of the structure as well as its rectifying
characteristics is found. The excitation of BPPs greatly increases the
nonlinear response of the structure. It is shown that the linear and
nonlinear response of the typical semiconductor tunneling structures in
the THz frequency range is determined by the excitation of BPPs.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01004-X#

PACS numbers: 73.25.1i, 71.36.1c, 73.40.Gk

At high frequencies current is expelled from a conductor and flows along the su
in a skin layer. The solution of this problem is presented in textbooks.1 Let us now
consider a structure of the type conductor — poorly conducting barrier — finite-c
section conductor, through which a quite high-frequency current flows~across the bar-
rier!. It is obvious that far from the barrier the current is concentrated in the lateral
layer. However, the spatial distribution of the current near the barrier is not unders
even qualitatively; specifically, it is not known whether or not the current flows along
barrier. This problem arises, for example, in the investigation of the impedance
nonlinear response of semiconductor tunneling structures at frequencies 100 GH
higher. For definiteness, in the present letter we shall examine this specific situation
problem is nontrivial because it is necessary to take account of the special gapless
of surface plasmons,2–5 which propagates along the barrier. Electromagnetic retarda
is important under skin-effect conditions, so that we shall call this mode a barrier pl
polariton ~BPP!. Thus the initial aim of this work is to solve the problem of the sk
effect for the above-indicated conducting structures with a barrier.

The BPP is the analog of an ordinary TEM mode in a flat, non-simply-conne
waveguide~or a strip line6!. In our case, however, the BPP fields penetrate into
conductor to a depth which is large compared with the barrier thickness. At the freq
cies of interest to us, which are low compared with the volume plasma frequencyvp of
3360021-3640/99/69(4)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the conductor, the effective permittivity is large in absolute magnitude, and if the ba
thickness is sufficiently small, the BPP velocity is small compared with the velocit
light in the barrier material. Therefore it should be expected that the excitation of B
by an external source can become nonnegligible even at frequencies such that the
length of the source radiation is large compared with the dimensions of the structu

The BPPs have a two-dimensional dispersion lawv(q), whereq5(qx ,qy,0) is the
2D wave vector in the barrier plane. They can be excited only under the influence
lateral irregularity. In the situation under study, such an irregularity arises when the
depth becomes less than the lateral dimensions of the structure.

This letter is organized as follows. First, the BPP spectrum in a semicond
tunneling structure is derived and analyzed. Then the contribution of BPPs to the
dynamical impedance is studied. Finally, the rectification coefficient due to the BP
the THz range is studied.

BPP spectrum. Consider a barrier (z<d/2) with differential conductanceG and
surrounded by a semiconductor (z>d/2). The conduction mechanism in the barrier c
be arbitrary. For definiteness we shall assume that it is due to tunneling. Then, a s
(qd!1) fluctuation of the currentjT(x,y,t)5(0,0,j T) through the barrier is related with
G by Ohm’s law

j T~x,y,t !52G@j~x,y,d/210, t !2j~x,y,2d/220, t !#, ~1!

wherej(r ,t) is the local electrochemical potential. We shall solve the linearized sys
of Maxwell’s equations, containing the contribution~1!, and the hydrodynamic equatio
of motion with the standard boundary conditions on the electromagnetic field and c
nuity of the current at the barrier. The BPP spectrum consists of two branches, in w
the charge distribution is symmetric and antisymmetric relative to the central p
z50. We shall confine our attention to the dispersion relation for the lowest-frequ
~antisymmetric! mode:

~v1 in!~v1 inT!k5vp
2 d*

2 S k22
vp

2

c* 2

v

~v1 in!
2

v~v1 inT!

c* 2 D , Rek.0, ~2!

whered* 5d12r TF is the effective barrier thickness,r TF is the Thomas–Fermi screen
ing length,nT54pGd* /e l is the reciprocal of the RC tunneling relaxation time,n is the
reciprocal of the momentum relaxation time,e l is the lattice permittivity~it is assumed
that e l(z)5const),c* 5c/Ae l is the velocity of light in the barrier,es5e l@12vp

2/v(v
1 in)# is the permittivity of the semiconductor in the Drude model,k is the complex
damping rate of the BPP fields into the interior of the semiconductor, and

k25q22esv
2/c2. ~3!

Equation~2! was derived under the conditions

max$unTu,v,n%!vp and q!max$1/d,1/r TF%. ~4!

We introduce the skin depthl s(v)

1

l s
5

vp

c*
ReA v

v1 in
. ~5!
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Analysis of Eq.~2! shows that the BPP velocity (v/q) is indeed low compared with the
velocity of light in the barrier (c* ), if l s(v)@d* . We shall present an asymptot
expression for the BPP spectrum and the damping ratek:

a! In the long-wavelength limit (uqlsu!1)

q'
v

c*
A 2c*

d* vp
S v1 in

v D 1/4

, ~6!

k'
vp

c*
A v

v1 in
. ~7!

An upper limit onv follows from the condition of applicability of these expressions:

Uv~v1 in!3

n4 U!Fvp
2

n2

d* vp

c*
G 2

. ~8!

This limit is characterized by a large retardation contribution to the BPP spectrum.

b! In the short-wavelength limit (uqlsu@1) k'q, retardation is negligible and th
dispersion relation

~v1 in!~v1 inT!k5vp
2 d*

2
uqu ~9!

agrees with the results obtained in Refs. 3 and 4.

Dynamic impedance. Let us consider the following structure: metal (z<2L
2d/2) — semiconductor of finite dimensions (2W along thex axis,` along they axis,
and L along thez axis! — barrier (uzu,d/2) — semiconductor (2W3`3L) — metal
(z>L1d/2). In the case of a strong skin effect (l s(v)!W,L) the total impedance of the
structure~per unit length along they axis! has two contributions

Z5Zs1Zj . ~10!

Here Zs is the ordinary impedance of the skin layer on the lateral surface of the s
conductor

Zs54p iksL/ves , ~11!

where ks
252esv

2/c2, and Zj is the desired impedance of the near-barrier regionuz
u&d* /2).

Switching to calculations of the impedanceZj of the tunneling junction, we note tha
the field and charge distributions near the barrier correspond to those in a BPP, sin
is the only mode that can penetrate from the edge of the structure along thex axis to a
depth greater thanl s . Therefore it is necessary to solve the problem of finding the B
with a prescribed real frequencyv ~the wave number of the BPP becomes comp
q(v)5q81 iq9) and definite boundary conditions atx56W. In the present case th
charge distribution is symmetric relative to thex50 plane, so that as boundary cond
tions we take a definite value of the voltage drop across the barrier (V5V(1W)5V
(2W)). Then the tunneling current density forms a standing wave
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j T~x!5 j T~W!
cos~qx!

cos~qW!
. ~12!

From the preceding section we find the BPP current densityj x(x,z) and match it with the
total currentJ ~per unit length on they direction! flowing toward the barrier along the
lateral surfaces withx56W: J/25* j x(W,z)dz. A calculation of the impedance give
the result

Zj[V/J5
i

C~v1 inT!

qW

tan~qW!
, ~13!

whereC5e lW/2pd* .

The frequency dependenceZj (v) is, generally speaking, of a multiresonance ch
acter. But at low frequencies, whereuqWu!1, expression~13! reduces to the standar
expression for the impedance of a barrier:

Zj5 i /C~v1 inT!. ~14!

In the case of very high frequencies, whereq9W.1, the expression forZj likewise
simplifies

Zj5
2pqd*

~v1 inT!e l
. ~15!

In the case the function tan(qW) stops oscillating, andZj (v) behaves monotonically.

There exists a definite range of values of the signal frequenciesv and the quantities
W for which the nonuniform field distribution along the barrier must be taken into
count and at the same time the results obtained are applicable. It is convenient to
sent this region graphically using the plotsuq(v)u,q9(v), and 1/l s(v) ~see Fig. 1!. The
horizontal straight line 1/W5const can intersect five regions, each of which sho
satisfy the inequalities~4!.

FIG. 1. Graphical determination of the regions1–5 in which various BBP excitation regimes operate~the
parameters are given in the text!. The corresponding frequency ranges are determined by the intersecti
these regions with the horizontal straight line 1/W5const~here the width of the structure 2W510mm).
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In region1 ~unshaded in Fig. 1! the skin depthl s is large compared toW, and the
field and current distributions in the barrier plane are uniform. In this region there
skin effect and the standard Eq.~14! for the impedance of the junction can be used.

In region2 ~vertical hatching in Fig. 1! the skin effect is nonnegligible, but the field
current, and charge distributions at the semiconductor–barrier boundary are un
since

uquW,1. ~16!

The current flows along the skin layer along the barrier. In this region BPPs are
excited, and the impedance is determined by expression~14!.

In region3 ~horizontal hatching! the inequality~16! breaks down, and the excitatio
of BPPs plays the determining role. Expression~13! holds for the impedance. The cu
rents in the near-barrier region are concentrated in the skin layer and along the b
they penetrate to depth 1/q9 from the lateral boundary of the structure.

In region 4 ~oblique hatching with positive slope! the condition for a strong skin
effect no longer holds~the BPP wavelength becomes less than the skin depth!. BPP
excitation by the current flowing in along the skin layer should be less efficient tha
region3. BPPs should still be excited, but Eq.~13! is not valid. The penetration depth o
the currents into the semiconductor from the barrier is 1/uqu, and along the barrier cur
rents penetrate to depth 1/q9 from the sides of the structure.

In region 5 ~oblique hatching with a negative slope! the current flowing up to the
barrier along the lateral surface of the semiconductor along the skin layer doe
penetrate along the barrier into the interior of the structure, sincel sq9.1. An accurate
calculation is likewise difficult to perform in this region, but qualitatively the impeda
should be described by Eq.~14!, wherel s plays the role ofW.

In this work specific calculations were performed for a structure based onn-GaAs
(n05331018 cm23,e l513.5, mobilitym523103 cm2/V•s) with a nonconducting bar
rier (d530 nm, e l513.5). The thickness of the ‘‘top’’ semiconductor layer is assum
to be large compared with the thickness of the skin layer at frequencies such that
determine the response of the structure.

Figure 2 shows the effect of BPP excitation on the impedanceZj (v)5Zj8(v)
1iZj9(v) of barrier structures with different widths. At THz frequencies the impeda
differs qualitatively and quantitatively from the classical impedance of a capacitor~in the
BPP approximation these impedances should be the same!. As the width of the structure
decreases, BPPs start to appear at higher frequencies, as expected~see Fig. 1!.

The results can be easily extended to the case of structures with a Schottky b
Since a BPP is antisymmetric relative to the barrier center, the planez50 is an equipo-
tential and it can be assumed to be ideally conducting. For this reason, the do
impedance of the Schottky barrier~metal–barrier–semiconductor! equals the impedanc
of the structure considered above, but with a barrier whose thickness and resistan
two times greater than for a Schottky barrier.

Weak-signal nonlinear response.We shall now consider the effect of BPPs on t
rectification of an ac current on a semiconductor structure with a barrier whose co
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tivity is weakly nonlinear. We give the dependence of the local voltageV(x,t) across the
barrier on the local current densityj T(x,t) as

V~x,t !5 j T~x,t !/G1au j T~x,t !u2. ~17!

The smallness of the nonlinearity coefficienta makes it possible to use an iteration
procedure to calculate the nonlinear contribution toV(x,t). Using Eq.~12! and averaging
expression~17! over t andx, we obtain the rectified voltage at zero frequency

V̄5Vrect
classic~v! f @q~v!#, ~18!

where

Vrect
classic~v!5

1

2

a

~2W!2
uI uS 11

vC

2WGD 21

~19!

FIG. 3. Gain of the rectified voltage for two barrier structures differing in the width 2W ~the parameters are
given in the text!.

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of the impedance~per unit length along they axis! with BPP excitation taken
into account, for barrier structures of width~along thex axis! 20 mm ~a! and 10mm ~b!. The parameters are
given in the text. The impedancei /vC of a classical capacitor is presented for comparison. Insets: Schematic
diagram of the current distribution near the barrier.
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is the standard expression for the rectified voltage neglecting BPPs;I is the amplitude of
the rf current through the structure per unit length in they direction. The factor

f ~q!5U qW

sin~qW!
U2Fsin~2q8W!

4q8W
1

sinh~2q9W!

4q9W
G ~20!

is the gain of the rectified voltage as a result of excitation of BPPs with a complex w
number. It follows from Fig. 3 that the factorf (v) is different from 1 at high frequencie
(uquW.1), which for the parameters employed~see above! corresponds to THz range
The gain is progressively greater for wider structures and higher frequencies. BPP
tation can increase by an order of magnitude the rectified voltage on the barrier stru

This work was partially supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
~Project No. 99-02-17592!, the INTAS–RFFI~Projects Nos. 95-0849 and 97-11475!, and
the Interdisciplinary Science and Technology Program ‘‘Physics of Solid-State N
structures’’~No. 96-1019!.
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of the authors~V. V.!.
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Observation of a hybridization gap in cyclotron
resonance spectra of semimetallic InAs/GaSb
quantum wells

Yu. B. Vasil’ev,* S. D. Suchalkin, S. V. Ivanov, P. S. Kop’ev,
and B. Ya. Mel’tser
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

K. von Klitzing
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkörperforschung, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

~Submitted 20 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 313–317~25 February 1999!

Splitting of the cyclotron resonance~CR! line is observed in the elec-
tron CR spectra of InAs/GaSb heterostructures containing tunneling-
coupled electron and hole layers. This splitting is interpreted to be a
manifestation of a hybridization gap arising as a result of anticrossing
of the Landau levels of electrons and holes when their wave functions
overlap. The energy splitting of the CR lines is correlated with the
magnitude of the overlap and agrees with theoretical estimates of the
hybridization gap width. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01104-4#

PACS numbers: 76.40.1b, 73.40.Kp

Effects due to overlapping of the wave functions of the conduction-band stat
InAs and valence-band states of GaSb are observed in InAs/GaSb quantum well
taining close-lying two-dimensional electronic~in the InAs! and hole ~in the GaSb!
layers.1,2 Alterelli has shown3 that a gap, called a hybridization gap, should appear in
energy spectrum of the system at places where the electron and hole dispersion
intersect. In a perpendicular magnetic field, a hybridization gap will appear when
Landau energy levels of the electrons and holes for which resonance tunneling cond
are satisfied, are equal to each other.4 Experimental confirmation of the presence of su
a gap in the electron density of states in semimetallic InAs/GaSb quantum wells has
obtained recently in magnetotransport and magnetocapacitance measurements5,6 but
there have been no published reports of the observation of a hybridization gap by o
methods. The present work is devoted to an investigation of the hybridization gap
energy spectra of electrons in binary electron–hole systems by far-IR spectroscop
magnetic field.

The main experimental results were obtained for two samples~samples 1 and 2! in
which strong oscillations of cyclotron absorption, attesting to hybridization of
conduction-band states of InAs and valence-band states of GaSb, were ob
previously.7 The samples, grown by molecular-beam epitaxy, consisted of a single
3430021-3640/99/69(4)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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quantum well 200 Å thick, placed between two GaSb layers. In sample 1 the InAs
GaSb layers directly adjoined one another. In sample 2 an AlSb barrier 6 Å thick
placed between the InAs and GaSb layers. The results obtained for two sample
barriers 20 Å and 100 Å thick~samples 3 and 4, respectively!, which were previously
shown not to exhibit hybridization effects,7 were used for comparative analysis. Th
experiments were performed in a 2–10 T perpendicular magnetic field at temperatu
K using a Fourier spectrometer.

Detailed investigations of the cyclotron resonance~CR! spectra of electrons in
samples with tunneling-coupled electron–hole layers~samples 1 and 2! showed that
together with strong cyclotron absorption oscillations, which were reported previou7

splitting of the CR line is also observed in a certain range of magnetic fields~Fig. 1!. In
sample 2~Fig. 1b! an additional peak appears on the high-energy side of the main
line and is seen only after the sample is illuminated with a red LED, which decrease
electron density in the well. In sample 1 an additional peak appears on the low-e
side of the main peak, and additional illumination with an LED does not affect the f
of the spectra. We note that in both samples additional peaks appear in magnetic fi
which the electron CR lines are strongly broadened. Figure 2 shows the energy
cyclotron absorption line versus the magnetic field. Strong oscillations of the positio
the peak as a function of the magnetic field and the appearance of a second pe
observed more clearly in sample 1, even though the amplitude of the peak in this s
is much smaller. It is evident that in both samples oscillations of the effective cyclo
mass occur nearm50.04m* . The smallest splitting of the CR line is approximately 3
meV for a sample with no barriers and 1.3 meV for a sample with a 6 Å barrier.

Splittings of the CR line are also observed in structures where the degree of a
ing of the electron and hole states is negligible and hybridization effects do not ap
Figure 3 shows the magnetic field dependence of the energy of the CR peak for sa
3 and 4. In these samples the appearance of splittings of the CR line is periodic

FIG. 1. Absorption spectrum of an InAs/AlSb/GaSb quantum well with different values of the magnetic
and two values of the AlSb barrier thickness: a! b50 Å and b! b56 Å.
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function of the reciprocal of the magnetic field and is due to the filling of Landau levels,
i.e., it is correlated with the position of the Fermi level.

To explain the difference in the character of the splitting of the CR lines for samples
1, 2 and 3, 4 it is necessary to examine the behavior of the Fermi level in both case
When the layers are separated by barriers which have a substantial thickness~in our case
20 Å and more! and are not tunneling transparent, any interlayer carrier transitions and
correspondingly, changes in the carrier density in the layers produce a change in t
interlayer electric field and an additional voltage drop across the barrier. As the magnet
field changes, the Landau energy levels change, which results in carrier redistributio
between the layers. Estimates show that a negligible change in the density~in our
samples, it does not exceed several percent of the carrier density in each layer! is suffi-

FIG. 2. Spectral positions of the CR lines measured for two samples with tunneling-transparent barriers:!
b50 Å and b! b56 Å. Inset: Qualitative behavior of electron~solid lines! and hole~dotted lines! Landau levels
under electron–hole hybridization conditions~one level crossing is shown! and possible cyclotron transitions
that can be used for observation of a hybridization gap.

FIG. 3. Spectral positions of CR lines measured for two samples with no hybridization: a! b520 Å and b!
b5100 Å. Inset: Qualitative behavior of the Fermi level and possible cyclotron transitions.
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cient to compensate, on account of the voltage drop across the barrier, the shift
Landau levels relative to one another. This means that the upper filled Landau lev
neighboring layers become aligned, i.e., their energies coincide with one another an
the Fermi level irrespective of the magnitude of the magnetic field. Then, to a
approximation, the charge carrier density in the layers can be taken as constant. I
is no barrier between the layers~or if the barrier is tunneling-transparent!, there can be no
adjustment of the Landau levels in the neighboring layers on account of the voltage
across the barrier. Then it is not the electron density in the well that is constant but
the Fermi energy level relative to the well bottom. In this case, as the magnetic
varies, the electrons alternately escape from the well into the GaSb valence ban
return back into the well as the Landau levels cross the Fermi level. On account o
high density of states in the valence band, the change in the carrier density accomp
interwell recombination results in a negligible relative change in the position of the F
level in the GaSb valence band and, correspondingly, in the InAs conduction band.
the change in the Fermi energy is negligible against the background motion of the La
levels of the electrons in the well, the Fermi level can taken as stationary.

The above-noted features in the dynamics of interlayer carrier transitions ca
count for the differences in the cyclotron resonance spectra. Cyclotron transitions
system with a constant carrier density, as in samples 3 and 4, occur both from a pa
filled level, which coincides with the Fermi level, and into this level~inset in Fig. 3a!. If
the nonparabolicity of the subband is large, as in the case of InAs, then splitting o
CR line can be observed. This splitting correlates with the position of the Fermi lev
exhibits features at integer-valued filling factors, which is observed for samples wi
and 100 Å thick barriers~Fig. 3b!. If the Fermi level is pinned, such splitting is ver
difficult to observe, since such transitions can occur only in a very narrow rang
magnetic fields for which the Landau level passes through a stationary Fermi
Indeed, the splitting of the CR line is of a different nature in the samples 1 and
sample 1 an additional peak in sample 1 appears on the low-energy side of the CR
the magnetic field increases. This cannot be explained by the nonparabolicity of the
We prove below that the characteristic features observed in the CR spectra in sam
and 2 can be explained by the presence of a hybridization gap, formed as a res
mixing of electron and hole states, in the carrier spectrum.

A schematic diagram of the Landau levels of electrons and holes under cond
such that they are hybridized and cyclotron transitions leading to the observation
hybridization gap are possible is shown in the inset in Fig. 2. Even though this sche
qualitative, it can account for all the experimental results. First, the appearance
additional peak in the CR spectrum is correlated with the broadening of the CR line
correspondingly, it is associated with the anticrossing of electron and hole Landau l
since the electronic CR line is broadened because of mixing of the states of high-mo
electrons with low-mobility holes as a result of their tunneling.7 Second, the appearanc
of an additional peak in the CR spectrum~see Fig. 2, inset! depends on the position of th
Fermi level relative to the hybridization gap. If the Fermi level lies inside the gap, the
additional peak will be present in the CR spectrum. If the Fermi level lies above~below!
the hybridization gap, then an additional peak should appear on the low~high! energy
side of the main CR line. In sample 1 an additional peak appears on the low-energy
which suggests that in this case the Fermi level lies above the hybridization ga
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sample 2 an additional peak is seen only after the sample is illuminated with a red
Since the illumination substantially decreases the electron density, such behavior
with a shift of the Fermi level as a result of illumination from a position inside
hybridization gap into a position below the gap. The third and strongest argume
favor of the interpretation of the observed splitting of the CR line as a hybridization
is the agreement between the theoretical estimates of the hybridization gap width3,8 and
the energy splitting in a sample with no barriers. Moreover, measurements perform
two samples showed a substantial decrease in the gap width with increasing b
thickness, in complete agreement with the expected change in the gap width wi
creasing overlap of the wave functions. The energy splitting decreases from 3.5
meV as the barrier thickness increases from 0 to 6 Å .

It should be underscored that the diagram in the inset in Fig. 2 is of a qualit
character and does not reflect the real structure of the Landau levels. For examp
theoretical investigations in Ref. 4 showed that at the point of intersection the ele
and hole Landau levels do not show pronounced anticrossing, but rather they are ap
mately parallel to one another. Indeed, as one can see from Fig. 2, the behavior
CR modes near the anticrossing of the electron and hole Landau levels does not ha
characteristic features typical of anticrossing.

In summary, in the present work we have made direct measurements of the e
gap formed as a result of the hybridization of states in binary electron–hole system

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research.
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Cherenkov trapping of waves and discreteness
of 6 p-kink motion in a long Josephson junction

A. S. Malishevski ,1) V. P. Silin, and S. A. Uryupin
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 14 January 1999; resubmitted 21 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 318–322~25 February 1999!

The phenomenon of Cherenkov trapping of generalized Swihart waves
by a moving vortex is established using an analytically solvable model.
The quantization of the structure of the field of the trapped waves is
manifested as quantization of the values of the velocity of the vortices.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01204-9#

PACS numbers: 74.50.1r, 85.25.Cp

In the standard model description of vortices in steady-state motion in a long
sephson junction~JJ! on the basis of the nondissipative sine-Gordon equation, 6p kinks
do not arise.1 At the same time, experiments have long attracted theorists to searc
multikink structures.2 In this connection it is important to study vortices in a JJ on
basis of a theory in which the standard~for local Josephson electrodynamics! substitution
of a delta functiond(z) for the Macdonald~modified Bessel! function K0(uzu/l) is not
made~see, for example, Ref. 3!. The subject of the present letter is to take into acco
effects due to the finite value of the London lengthl. An indication of the existence o
a 6p kink in a JJ can be seen in the results of numerical investigations of a model
a ‘‘sine’’ nonlinearity, which, first, generalizes the sine-Gordon model by taking
account the fourth spatial derivative4 and, second, takes into account the exact nonlo
kernel in the form of the Macdonald functionK0(uzu/l).5 In those papers a monotoni
6p kink in steady-state motion with a definite velocity was obtained in Ref. 4, and, f
6p kink depending monotonically on the coordinate, a plot of the velocity of the 6p kink
as a function ofl was constructed in Ref. 5. In Ref. 5 the question of the existence op
kinks with a more complicated~nonmonotonic! structure was raised and left open. It
shown below that taking the finite value ofl into account, in the first place, yields
description of a set of 6p kinks in steady-state motion in a long JJ; in the second pla
it makes it possible to show that the trapping of Cherenkov radiation by genera
Swihart waves plays a determining role; and, in the third place, it yields a rela
between the discrete values of the kink velocity and, generally speaking, the nonm
tonic structure of 6p kinks.

We shall employ an equation for the phase difference of Cooper pairs on diff
sides of a JJw(z,t)5c(z2vt)5c(z) corresponding to a vortex structure traveling wi
constant velocityv3,6,7
3480021-3640/99/69(4)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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F~c!1
v2

v j
2

d2c

dz2
2

l

p

d

dz E
2`

`

dz8K0S uz2z8u
l D dw

dz8
50, ~1!

where v j is the Josephson frequency,l 5l j
2/l, and l j is the Josephson length. T

establish the physical properties of 6p kinks, in contrast to Refs. 4 and 5, which emplo
F(c)5sinc, we shall employ below the analytically solvable model of Refs. 8 and 9
we shall assume that

F~c!5c~z!22pI Fc~z!

2p
1

1

2G , ~2!

whereI @x# is the integer part of the numberx. We note that such a dependence of t
Josephson current density on the phase difference is possible at low temperatur~see
Fig. 10 of Ref. 10!.

Following the instructions given in Refs. 8 and 9~see also Refs. 11 and 12!, we take
for the 6p kink: c(2`)50, c(2z1)5p, c(0)53p, c(1z1)55p, c(1`)56p.
Then I @(c/2p)11/2#5u(z1z1)1u(z)1u(z2z1), where u(z)50, z,0;u(0)51/2;
u(z)51, z.0. According to Refs. 8, 9, 11, and 12 Eq.~1! can be solved directly by
Fourier transforming. We obtain

c~z!53p1@p2 f ~z1z1!#sign~z1z1!1@p2 f ~z!#signz

1@p2 f ~z2z1!#sign~z2z1!12C$cos@k0~z1z1!#u~2z2z1!

1cos@k0z#u~2z!1cos@k0~z2z1!#u~2z1z1!%. ~3!

Here signz511 for z.0, 0 for z50, and21 for z,0, which corresponds to the
properties of the Fourier transform, and

C5
2~11l2k0

2!3/2

l j
2k0

2@2~v/vs!
2~11l2k0

2!3/2222l2k0
2#

,

f ~z!5
2~12l2k1

2!3/2exp~2k1uzu!

l j
2k1

2@22l2k1
222~v/vs!

2~12l2k1
2!3/2#

1
2l2

l j
2 E1

` drrAr 221 exp~2r uzu/l!

r 41~r 221!@~l/l j !
21~vr /vs!

2#2
,

wherevs5v jl j is the Swihart velocity. Finally,k0 is the real root of the equation

v2~k!5v j
2@11K~k!#[v j

2F11
lk2

Ak21l22G5v2k2, ~4!

andk1 is the modulus of the imaginary root of this equation. We underscore that Eq~4!
for realk is the condition for Cherenkov excitation of generalized Swihart waves with
spectrumv(k) by a source moving uniformly with velocityv ~see Refs. 13 and 14!.

Bearing in mind the definition of the pointsz50 andz56z1 used above, we obtain
from Eq. ~3! the two conditions
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cosk0z152
1

2
⇒z15pS n1

1

2
1~21!n

1

6D @k0~v !#21, n50,1,2. . . , ~5!

f ~z1!1 f ~2z1!5C. ~6!

The last two equations determine a discrete spectrumv(n) of velocities of 6p kinks and
discrete values ofz1(n).

When Eq.~5! is taken into account, the term proportional to 2C in Eq. ~3! assumes
the form

C@Z1~z!cosk0z1~21!nA3Z2~z!sink0z#, ~7!

whereZ1(z)52u(2z2z1)12u(2z)2u(2z1z1) andZ2(z)52u(2z2z1)1u(2z
1z1). Expression~7! is nonzero in the region2z1,z,z1. It describes the field of
generalized Swihart waves emitted and trapped by a moving 6p kink. Both the size
2z1(n) of the trapping region and the wavelength 2p/k0(v(n)) of the trapped waves ar
determined by the numbern of the corresponding mode of the 6p kink. The analytical
relations obtained on the basis of Eqs.~5! and~6! for the motion of 6p kinks to a certain
degree approximate the results of a numerical investigation of a discrete model,15 which
revealed the discreteness of the velocities of kinks in connection with their structu

We shall now discuss some simple consequences of Eqs.~5! and ~6!. We shall
assume thatl!l j . We examine first the case where the velocityv is close to the Swihart
velocity, so thatg2512(v/vs)

2!1 andk0(v)5l21@g21Ag412l2/l j
2#1/2 andk1(v)

5l21@2g21Ag412l2/l j
2#1/2. The equation~6! reduces to

xn
25expH 22pS n1

1

2
1~21!n

1

6D xnJ 1expH 2pS n1
1

2
1~21!n

1

6D xnJ ,

wherexn[k1 /k0. Correspondingly, we have for Eq.~3!

C5
xn

2

11xn
2

, k0~v~n!!5
21/4

Axnll j

, f n~z!5
1

11xn
2

expH 2uzuAA2xn

ll j
J , ~8!

and for the discrete velocityv(n) and width of the trapping region

v2

vs
2

5
v2~n!

vs
2

512
12xn

2

A2xn

l

l j
, 2z~n!523/4pS n1

1

2
1~21!n

1

6DAxnAll j . ~9!

The characteristic scale of the spatial variation of the nonoscillatory part of the sol
~3! is ;All j /xn, and the period of the trapped waves is;All j xn. We have for the first
few modes of a 6p kink x050.603,x150.434,x250.298,x350.262,x450.213, and
x550.196 and for the high-order modes (n@1)xn5(2p)@n1(1/2)
1(21)n(1/6)]21ln$(p/2)@n1(1/2)1(21)n(1/6)#%. Therefore the trapping region fo
the high-order modes is large compared with the wavelength of the trapped waves

In the limit of very high-order modes the velocity of a 6p kink differs substantially
from vs . We present the asymptotic results in the limitn/ ln n@lj /l, so thatv!vs . Then
k15l j

21 , f (z)5exp(2uzu/lj) andC52l2v2(n)/l j
2vs

2 . In this case
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v2

vs
2

5
v2~n!

vs
2

5
l j

pln
lnS pl jn

2l D ; 2z1~n!52
pnlv2~n!

vs
2

; k0~n!5
1

l

vs
2

v2~n!
. ~10!

As the mode number increases, the velocity of a 6p kink decreases, the waveleng
2p/k0 of the trapped waves decreases, and according to Eq.~10! the width 2z1(n) of the
trapping region of the waves increases logarithmically. We note that the highest ve
of a freely moving 6p kink is given by Eq. ~9! with n50, i.e., vmax5vs@1
20.746(l/l j )#1/2.

With regard to the experimental realization of the predicted phenomeno
Cherenkov trapping of Swihart waves and the resulting discreteness of the motionp
kinks, we note first that the single condition we have imposed in this letter on the Lo
and Josephson lengths has the forml!l j and is satisfied in JJs with critical Josephs
current density less than 104 A/cm2. Therefore the physical realization of our theoretic
prediction is possible in most real JJs. However, for us it is important that the dyna
of vortices be determined by the capacitive and not the resistive influence in the JJ
is our main condition. On this avenue of research there has been no significant pr
in recent years for the case of a single long junction. We underscore that we are di
ing the manifestation of nonlocality not in a pronounced nonlocal limit but rather in
standard limit for the electrodynamics of JJs, viz., for a characteristic scale of the
uniformity of the vortex structures much greater than the London length. It is show
this letter that under such conditions nonlocal electrodynamics is necessary for desc
the short-wavelength excitations with wavelength greater than the London lengt
nonetheless very small compared with the Josephson length. The case of excitati
trapping of short-wavelength excitations which we considered comprises the fundam
essence of the phenomenon discussed in this letter. It is this advance of ours in the
of moving Josephson vortices that is worth noting. Our new physical prediction o
trapping of Swihart waves is due to waves with wavelength;All j , and the trapping
region is distinct from the wavelength in terms of the number of trapped standing~but
traveling together with the kink! waves that fit into it@see Eq.~7!#.

We underscore once again that we are reporting in this letter the theoretical p
tion of a new phenomenon due to short-wavelength excitations, emitted and trapp
vortices, that has not been studied for a long JJ. Nonlocal electrodynamics is requ
describe such short-wavelength disturbances. However, the predicted phenomenon
realized in standard Josephson junctions. According to Eq.~10! the large structure of a
slowly moving vortex~moving with velocity much lower than the Swihart velocity! has
a spatial scale;l j , and the wavelength of the Cherenkov-trapped waves is much sh
than the Josephson length.

We believe that our prediction can be realized by experimenters working with
nary JJs. This refers both to the case of vortices traveling with velocities both close t
less than the Swihart velocity. The latter case requires a junction with low dissipa
both in the contact layer and due to the normal electrons in the superconductors.
letter we are predicting a physical phenomenon that is ‘‘in sight’’ and will be discove
in ordinary JJs once the phenomenon attracts the attention of experimenters.

In closing, we underscore that the simple model of Refs. 8, 9, 11, and 12 has en
us to establish the laws of discrete motion of 6p kinks in long dissipation-free JJs. W
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have established the Cherenkov trapping of generalized Swihart waves moving to
with a 6p kink. This phenomenon determines the form and velocity of the kink.

We shall report in a different journal the fact that this phenomenon determine
form and velocity of other types of kinks, for example, 4p and 8p kinks.

This work was supported by the Scientific Council on High-Temperature Super
ductors~Project No. 99002!, the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, and the G
ernment Program in Support of the Leading Scientific Schools~Project No. 96-15-
96750!.
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Spin correlations and magnetonuclear cross-correlation
in Sm „Sr…–Mn–O perovskites in the low-temperature
phase

V. V. Runov,* G. P. Kopitsa, A. I. Okorokov, and M. K. Runova
St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
188350 Gatchina, Leningrad District, Russia

H. Glattli
SPEC, Saclay, CEA, France

~Submitted 26 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 323–328~25 February 1999!

The results of measurements of spin correlations and magnetonuclear
cross-correlations~MNCCs! in the system154Sm12xSrxMnO3 with the
perovskite structure (x50.25,0.4) in the low-temperature phase in
magnetic fields 0,H,1 kOe are presented. These are the first mea-
surements performed by the small-angle polarized-neutron scattering
method~SAPNS!. It is shown that ferromagnetic correlations with a
scale of 180–250 Å and MNCCs characterizing the intercoupling of the
magnetic and lattice subsystems on this scale exist in the system. It is
found that in the low-temperature phase the system exhibits spin-glass
properties. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01304-3#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Lk, 75.30.Vn, 61.12.Ex

Interest in the systems (R12x
31 Ax

21)MnO3 with the perovskite structure has increas
in recent years in connection with the presence of colossal negative magnetores
~CMR! in these materials near the magnetic phase transition temperature and the
bility of technical applications of this phenomenon. Investigators have always c
attention to the magnetic inhomogeneity of these systems~apparently first in Ref. 1! and
have conjectured that magnetic inhomogeneities are an inherent and fundamental
of these materials and give rise to the CMR~see, e.g., the review by Nagaev2 and the
paper by Goodenough and Zhou3!. In recent years this has led to a growing number
investigations on small-angle neutron scattering in search of magnetic inhomogen
due to phase separation according to the electrical conductivity, primarily, in
perovskites.4–6

In the present letter we report investigations of spin correlations and magnetonu
cross-correlations~MNCCs! in the system154Sm12xSrxMnO3 by small-angle polarized-
neutron scattering~SAPNS!, which makes it possible to perform measurements of
magnetonuclear interference~MNI !. The latter, in our view, is the most important adva
tage of using polarized neutrons to investigate systems with CMR, since it presen
experimental possibility of studying the intercoupling of the magnetic and lattice
3530021-3640/99/69(4)/8/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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systems on a scale of 10–1000 Å . The interference term, which is proportional to th
product of the nuclear and magnetic scattering amplitudes, can be identified by ana
the difference of the intensities of scattered neutrons polarized parallel and antipara
the magnetization vector of the sample. As was shown in Refs. 7 and 8, interfe
analysis makes it possible to study very weak magnetic effects~correspondingly, nuclea
effects! in the presence of a dominant nuclear or magnetic term.

In the present letter it is shown that ferromagnetic correlations with a sca
180–250 Å and MNCCs of the same scale exist in the Sm system at low tempera
The intercoupling of the magnetic and lattice subsystems on this scale must be take
account in the interpretation of the electronic and transport properties of the syste

1. Description of the experiment.The SAPNS measurements on the Sm syst
were performed using the small-angle polarized-neutron scattering setups V9

~VVRM-M reactor, Gatchina! and PAPOL10 ~LLB, Saclay, France!. The Vektor setup
has a working wavelengthl59.2 Å andDl/l50.25; it is equipped with a multichanne
analyzer, which makes it possible to measure the scattering and to perform a com
polarization analysis in the range of scattering wave numbers 0,q,331021 Å 21 in a
slit geometry (q5k2k8, where k and k8 are the wave vectors of the incident an
scattered neutrons, respectively!; a sample withx50.25 was investigated in the temper
ture range 16,T<300 K in magnetic fields 0,Hz,150 Oe~the z axis is directed par-
allel to k). For the PAPOL setupl58 Å and Dl/l50.1; the neutron scattering i
measured in a point geometry with the scattering detected with an X–Y detect
sample withx50.4 was investigated at temperaturesT512.5, 53, 85, 100, 150, and 30
K in magnetic fieldsHz<1 kOe. The measurements were performed in Displex~PAPOL!
and RNK-100-300~Vektor! cryorefrigerators with temperature stabilization.0.1 K. The
samples were placed in an atmosphere of helium gas, which was used as the heat-
gas.

We studied powder samples of154Sm12xSrxMnO3 completely enriched with154Sm.
The samples, with dimensions of 8345 mm by 2 mm thick, were synthesized by ceram
technology. The grain size was 5–10mm. The results of the structural investigations
neutron diffraction, and the investigations of the magnetic and transport properti
these samples are presented in Ref. 11. The neutron-diffraction measurements esta
that the system possesses a distorted perovskite structure. Refinement of the st
parameters showed that the sample withx50.25 is described better by a monoclin
structure (P1121 /a,N14), while for x50.4 an orthorhombic structure (Pnma,N62)
gives a better description. According to the magnetic and neutron diffraction mea
ments, a transition into the magnetically ordered phase atT5110– 130 K is observed in
the x50.4 sample and rapid growth of the magnetic susceptibility atT590– 100 K,
attesting to a change in the magnetic ordering, is observed in thex50.25 sample. Sub-
stantial broadening of the diffraction peaks was noted in Ref. 11. This broadening
be due to small nuclear or magnetic formations which are compared with the grain
According to the data on the temperature dependences of the resistivity, thex50.25
sample does not transform into the ‘‘metallic’’ state at low temperatures, in contra
the x50.4 sample in which a change in the type of conductivity to ‘‘metallic’’ is o
served atT<125 K. The magnetic and electric properties of the experimental sam
correlate well with the properties of the Sm system described in Ref. 12.

2. Results of SAPNS measurements and discussion.Figure 1 shows the typica
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temperature dependence of the scattering intensityI (T) and polarizationP(T) in the x
50.25 sample in the measured range ofq for a weak guiding magnetic fieldH'2 Oe,
which ensures adiabatic motion of the polarization vector, and a fieldHz5130 Oe. The
background, for which measurements atT5300 K were used, was subtracted from t
intensitiesI (T). As one can see from Fig. 1, the transition starts atT.115 K ~onset of
variation of P(T) and I (T)) and is extended in temperature. The magnetic fieldHz

5130 Oe does not promote homogenization of the system, as happens in magne
soft materials,13 but rather intensifies the inhomogeneity of the system. Moreover, a
temperature decreases, the polarization does not drop to zero but rather reaches a
minimum level. At the same time, estimates show that when ferromagnetic ord
appears on the scale of a grain the polarization withH'0 should equal zero for a give
sample thickness.

Analysis of the dependencesI (q) at temperaturesT,115 K showed that they are
described well by the quadratic Lorentzian

I ~q!5
A

~q21k2!2
, ~1!

whereA andk51/Rc are free parameters andRc is a characteristic correlation radius. I
the coordinate representation the function~1! corresponds to scattering by the correla
of the spinsSi andSj that decays exponentially with distancer

^SiSj&}exp~2r /R!c. ~2!

The values of the parametersA andRc obtained as the convolution of expression~1! with
the resolution function of the setup are shown in Fig. 2. The figure also display

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the polarization and intensity of scattered neutrons in the
154Sm0.75Sr0.25MnO3 .
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values of the parameters for thex50.4 sample for various measurement conditions. T
scattering by this sample is likewise satisfactorily described by expression~1! at tem-
peraturesT,130 K.

Figures 3–5 shows the differenceDI (q)5I 1(q)2I 2(q) of the scattering intensity
for neutrons polarized parallel (1) or antiparallel (2) to the magnetic field as a functio
of T andH and the conditions of cooling of the sample~ZFC — cooling in a zero guiding
magnetic field followed by the switching on of a fieldH, and FC — cooling and mea
surement in a fieldH). The typical three-dimensional plot ofDI (q) is displayed in Fig.
3. Figure 5 displays data averaged over the radius withq5const in the detector plane. I
the experiment the relative magnitudeDI /(I 11I 2) is of the order of 1%. As was show
in Ref. 7,DI (q) is proportional to two terms

DI}2Re@^c0c* m&1^cnc* m&#, ~3!

E DI ~q!dq50. ~4!

The condition~4! follows from the optical theorem. The first term in Eq.~3! corresponds
to interference of the direct beam and magnetic scattering, while the second term
sponds to interference of the nuclear and magnetic scattering (c0 ,cn , andcm are the
wave functions of the neutrons that have not undergone scattering, the neutrons tha
been scattered by the nuclear potential, and the neutrons that have been scattered
magnetic potential, the sign of which depends on the orientation of the neutron pol

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the correlation radiusRc and the parameterA in Eq. ~1! in the system
154Sm12xSrxMnO3 under various measurement conditions.
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FIG. 3. Three-dimensional representation ofDI (q)5I 1(q)2I 2(q) in a 154Sm0.6Sr0.4MnO3 sample atT
585 K andH5140 Oe. The measurements were performed in the PAPOL setup with a position-sensitive
detector with 1283128 channels. One detector channel corresponds toq'0.001 Å21.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence ofDI (q)5I 1(q)2I 2(q) in a 154Sm0.75Sr0.25MnO3 sample under different
measurement conditions. The data are normalized to the polarization of the transmitted neutron beam.
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tion relative to the field!. It follows from Eq.~4! that the terms in expression~3! should
have different signs, which is seen in the experiment~Figs. 3 and 5! as a different sign of
DI (q) in the rangeq,qmin ~i.e., in the region of the direct beam, whereqmin is the
limiting momentum resolution of the setup! and in the rangeq.qmin ~in the region where
scattering predominates!.7 It follows from the observation of a change in sign that t
resolution of the setup makes it possible to distinguish scattering by MNCCs from
direct beam. This gives the upper limit on the characteristic correlation radius detec
the experiment:Rmn<Rmax, whereRmax'1/qmin , the limiting resolution of the setup. In
the present experimentRmax;400 Å.

The magnetonuclear cross-correlation functionGmn(r ) can be written7,14 as

Gmn~r !5
1

VE ~rm~r 8!2rm!~rn~r1r 8!2rn!dr 8, ~5!

whereV is the sample volume andrm and rn are the magnetic and nuclear scatteri
length densities, respectively;DI mn , due to MNI~second term in Eq.~3!!, corresponds to
the Fourier transform ofGmn(r ). Further analysis requires a model and measurem
with a good data sample ofDI (q) in order to distinguish and describeDI mn ~Ref. 7!. In
the present letter we confine our attention to estimates and qualitative conclusion
one can see from Figs. 3–5, the interference effect is observed well in the
temperature phase for both samples. It increases with the magnetic field and, o

FIG. 5. Momentum dependenceDI (q)5I 1(q)2I 2(q) ~in units of neutrons per hour per channel! in a
154Sm0.6Sr0.4MnO3 sample under various measurement conditions. The data are normalized to the polar
of the transmitted neutron beam.
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whole, with decreasingT. Moreover, it depends on the method of cooling — ZFC or F
According to Eq.~5!, the observed sign ofDI mn corresponds to a change of the magne
and nuclear densities that is in-phase with respect to the sign.7,14

On the whole, the magnetic state of the Sm system withx50.25 at temperatures
T,115 K can evidently be characterized as an unsaturated ferromagnet in which
magnetic fluctuations of the form~2! are developed. The density of such fluctuations
proportional to the parameterA and increases quite strongly asT decreases, while the
radiusRc most likely decreases somewhat with decreasingT ~Fig. 2!. This is also true of
the x50.4 sample, which, according to the neutron diffraction measurements, ex
long-range magnetic order, apparently of the percolation type. The radiusRc in it is
greater than for thex50.25 sample, and the concentration does not depend as strong
T. The MNI observed in the samples indicates a quite strong intercoupling of the
netic and lattice subsystems on the scale;Rc . Rough estimates~estimates according to
the minimum! show that to explain the observed interference in thex50.25 sample the
relative change in the density of the nuclear amplitude in synchronization with the
netic amplitude in the correlated regions should be greater than 1%.~In making this
estimate it was assumed that the size of the correlated regions;Rc , DI mn;4(rm

2rm)(rn2rn),I m}(rm2rm)2, andI n(T5300 K)}(rn)2.) The statistical accuracy ob
tained for the correlation parameters~Fig. 2! does not permit analyzing them as a fun
tion of the cooling regimes~ZFC–FC!, but a dependence on the magnetic history of
sample is observed inDI (q), and there is noticeable hysteresis inP(T) for the x
50.25 sample, as is typical for spin-glass systems.15 Our overall estimate of the low
temperature magnetic state of the Sm system agrees with the magnetic and n
diffraction measurements, in which broadening of the diffraction peaks was observ11

However, to explain the magnetic properties of the experimental and similar system
to understand the intercoupling of the magnetic and lattice subsystems, further inve
tions of the magnetic correlations in both Sm samples and other perovskites, prefe
in poly- or single-crystalline samples are required.

We thank V. A. Trunov for discussions and for kindly providing the samples, S
Dunaevski� and D. Yu. Chernyshov for helpful discussions, and S. V. Grigor’ev and S
Klimko for assisting in the measurements and for discussions.
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Comment on the paper ‘‘Ground state instability
in systems of strongly interacting fermions’’

V. A. Khodel’
Kurchatov Institute Russian Science Center, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 10 January 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 329–330~25 February 1999!

@S0021-3640~99!01404-8#

PACS numbers: 05.30.Fk, 71.10.Ca

In a recent article by Artamonov, Pogorelov, and Shaginyan,1 the restructuring of
the quasiparticle distributionnp at temperatureT50 was studied for the mode
‘‘Hartree–Fock’’ energy functional

E~np!5(
p

ep
0np11/2 (

p1 ,p2

V~p12p2!np1
np2

.

Fermion condensation~FC! — a phase transition associated with the nontrivial solutio
of the equation of the minimumdE/dnp5m, wherem is the chemical potential, was als
considered. The authors stated that when the operatorV and all of its derivatives are
continuous, solutions of the the equation of the minimum, having the form

f~p!5E V~p2p1!np1
dt1 , pi,p,pf , ~1!

wheref5m2ep
0 , do not exist, and therefore fermion condensation is forbidden. If t

arguments were correct, the entire field of modern mathematics concerning the so
ill-posed problems~see, for example, Ref. 2! would be closed. For this reason, th
situation requires comment.

Equation ~1! ~written symbolically asf5V f) is an example of the inverse
scattering problem, which is encountered in different fields of physics. For examplep
is a coordinate andnp a density, then Eq.~1! is the equation of equilibrium of a system
of particles with the interaction potentialV(r ) in an external electric~or gravitational!
field.

In all known models of fermion condensation the interactionV is singular, the
inverse operatorV21 exists, and the solution of the inverse-scattering prob
f 5V21f is stable against small perturbations. In the paper addressed here the opeV
is completely continuous~i.e., the operatorV21 is singular!!. The authors give the fol-
lowing arguments. The integralV f and the functionf are identical on the segmen
@pi ,pf # if f is an exact solution of Eq.~1!. If this is so, then by virtue of the continuity o
V and its derivatives, the left and right sides of Eq.~1! must coincide on the entire straigh
line. But this is impossible, since the functionf;ep

0;p2 diverges asp→`, while the
integralV f remains finite. Therefore solutions of Eq.~1! do not exist at all, and there i
3610021-3640/99/69(4)/2/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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no fermion condensation. We note that by this token not only is fermion condens
impossible but, for example, the equilibrium of a nucleus in the field of an electr
shell is also impossible — after all, according to gauge theories a nucleon is an ext
object and therefore the nucleon–nucleon potentialV(r ) in Eq. ~1! is completely con-
tinuous.

In reality the situation is completely different. Since the inverse operatorV21 is
singular, the computed solutions of Eq.~1! are unstable against small perturbations. Th
are ‘‘filled with noise.’’ These components change sign and amplitude chaotically
therefore do not correspond to any physical reality — physical reality is describe
quite smooth functions, because nature knows how to suppress noise. One noise s
sion mechanism is this: In a real system there always exist fluctuations. Being a
tional of np , the interactionV also fluctuates — from one sample to another, from o
experiment to another. These comparatively small variations ofV fundamentally reshape
the noise distribution without influencing the smooth components of the solutions
averaging over the fluctuations ofV, the noise inf is suppressed while the smoo
component~called the quasisolution2! remains unchanged. On the segment under st
the quasisolutions reproduce the left side of Eq.~1! with an error that is on the scale o
the amplitude of the fluctuations inV, but outside this segment the discrepancy increa
rapidly. In the fermion condensation problem, a smooth quasisolution describes th
mion condensate, provided, of course, that the Pauli principlenp,1 is not violated. This
is feasible if the coupling constant is sufficiently large.

To summarize, I think that in the near future the fermion condensate will be fo
even in the specific model withV(p);(p21p0

2)21, where in the opinion of the author
of Ref. 1 there can be no such states.

1S. A. Artamonov, Yu. G. Pogorelov, and V. R. Shaginyan, JETP Lett.68, 942 ~1998!.
2A. N. Tikhonov and V. Ya. Arsenin,Solutions of Ill-Posed Problems, Halsted Press, New York, 1977
@Russian original, Nauka, Moscow, 1974#.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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S. A. Artamonov, Yu. G. Pogorelov, and V. R. Shaginyan
St. Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
188350 Gatchina, Leningrad Region, Russia
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Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 4, 331–332~25 February 1999!

@S0021-3640~99!01504-2#

PACS numbers: 05.30.Fk, 71.10.Ca

In our article1 commented on by V. A. Khodel’, we showed for the example o
model energy functional that in certain cases there is no Fermi-condensate state. W
discuss here a mathematical aspect of this question, following Ref. 1. For the re
convenience we shall employ notations used in the comment, which are different
those adopted in our paper. Let us consider the equation

f~p!5E V~p,p1!np1p1
2dp1 , ~1!

wheref5m2«p
0 , with m being the chemical potential. In our case the kernelV(p,p1) is

a symmetric analytic function of its two arguments in a stripV of finite width along the
real axis of the complex momentumP plane. The kernel of Eq.~1! is positive-definite,
V(p,p1).0, and acts on functions 0<np<1. It is easy to see that under these conditio
the right-hand side of Eq.~1! is zero only ifnp[0, whence it follows that the equatio

05E V~p,p1!np1p1
2dp1 ~2!

does not have nontrivial solutions. Therefore Eq.~1! possesses a nonsingular inver
operator. This is not surprising: Eq.~1! is an example of an integral equation of the fir
kind, a class of equations which are closely related to integral transforms, e.g
Fourier transform. As is well known, these transforms are given by nonsingular d
and inverse operators. The functionsf are representable in terms of the kernelV. Since
the integration in Eq.~1! is over a finite interval andnp possesses only a finite number
discontinuities, the functionsf, which are representable in terms of the kernel,
analytic functions inV and cannot be constant~just as any derivative off) in a finite
interval, provided, of course, that the kernel is not constant, as is the case for the
studied in Ref. 1. However, the function describing a Fermi-condensate state cer
includes a region wheref ~or some derivative off) is constant. We can now conclud
that Eq.~1! does not admit Fermi-condensate states or, equivalently, the solution
only be functions constructed from Fermi steps:np51.0. We note that it does not at a
follow hence that Eq.~1! does not have solutions that are stable against small dis
bances: In Ref. 1 these solutions were found and determined to correspond to topo
phase transitions. In truth, the class of these solutions is relatively sparse, but it sho
3630021-3640/99/69(4)/2/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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kept in mind that we seek solutions satisfying the Pauli principle and correspondi
minimum energy. For example, we note that under these strict conditions Eq.~1! is not a
linear equation: Ifnp is a solution, then after it is multiplied by a constant it is no long
a solution.

It is aproposto recall that in Ref. 1 we underscored that the single-particle qu
particle potential in a real system cannot be an analytic function, i.e., the right-hand
of Eq. ~1! will not be an analytic function ifV is a real effective interaction. Therefore
a real system the topological phase transitions will be ‘‘absorbed’’ by a Fermi-conde
transition. We have replied to all the remarks made in the omment, and we affirm
correctness of the results obtained in our paper.1

1S. A. Artamonov, Yu. G. Pogorelov, and V. R. Shaginyan, JETP Lett.68, 942 ~1998!.

Translated by M. E. Alferieff
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